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EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
The Earth Shall Be Full Of The Knowledge Of The Lord As The Waters Cover The Sea,--lsa. 11:9.
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A B I L E N E , KANSAS, A P E I L 1, 1899.

say the evidences nor refute the testimony of reliable witnesses.—Matt.
28:2-4,11-15; Acts 2:22-37.
EDITOEIAL.
Resurrection Life
121
If we discard revelation, in this
Special Mention
134 matter we are left at sea, tossed and
POETRY.
driven, without any sure foundation
The Lord in Risen Indeed
122 or firm anchor for the soul.
But
The Dread of the Grave
122
we
have
"fled
away
to
lay
hold
of
The World's Great Need
.137
the proposed hope, which we have
ESSAYS.
The New Sabbath, C. H. Balsbaugh. .122 as an anchor of life, both sure and
Newness of Life, J. G. Cassel
123 firm, and entering the place within
Thoughts on the Resurrection, Elias
the veil, where Jesus, a forerunner
Smith ...'
123
Easter's Blessed Thought, 8. G. Engle 124 on our behalf entered."—Heb. 6:18A Risen Savior, F. Elliott
125 20.
Both the apostles Peter and
The Resurrection Power and Life, J.R.
Paul
indicate in unmistakable terms
Zook
126
upon what this hope of entering
Possibilities of Christian Life, J. L.
Winey
128 into the place (condition) whither
Testimony, Martha Sheets
129
our forerunner has gone, rests. In
SELECTIONS
What is Man ?
129 1 Pet. 1:3 we find that this "livingReckoning
130 hope" comes by, or in consequence
I Cannot Peel Saved
130 of, the resurrection of Jesus Christ
MINISTER'S PAGE
131
Paul taught that
HEALTH AND HOME
132 from the dead."
OUR YOUTH
133 "if in this life only we have hope in
CHURCH NEWS
136 Christ, we are of all men most miserMISSIONARY
137
able;" also that "if Christ is not
raised, your faith is vain;" again,
RESURKEOTION LIFE.
"Then they also which are fallen
asleep
in Christ are perished."—
E A T H E N and scientific philos1 Cor. 15:19,17,18.
ophy has vainly tried to search
out some hope for future existence.
But this hope, like every doctrine
Men have investigated spirit-life of God, has been wonderfully abused.
only to pile up volume upon volume We hear a frequent use of terms as
of deduction, supposition and evi- follows: "Literal resurrection," "gendent^ ?) conclusion. But what have eral resurrection," "material body."
they evidenced or proven?
The Some insist upon measuring people's
world—Christian and non-Christian orthodoxy by their belief in these
—-has no positive assurance today terms—to be defined and outlined
of a participation in "life to come" by council or creed, of course. But,
only as it falls back upon the Word much as the wise a n l learned( ?)may
use the preceding terms, they are
of God.
The only present existing proof unscriptural and are no guage whereof the possibility—not to say prob- by to measure men's orthodoxy, nor
ability— of "life from the dead" is a safe criterion whereby to consign
Jesus Christ. He is "the first-born men to heaven or hell, as we have
of the dead ones, and the Prince of seen formulated in certain creeds.
Resurrection implies the "bringthe kings of the earth."—Rev. 1:5.
He showed Himself to be living ing of a life from the dead."—Rev.
after His suffering, by many infal- 1:18. I t does not necessarily conlible proofs.—Acts 1:3. Even His sist in particles of matter being
most bitter enemies could not gain- brought together, but it does con-
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20:7.

NUMBEK 7

sist in the vivifying and bringing to
life again the individuality and
personality of a being from a preexistent state. .Re-surrection is recreation. Paul very forcefully sets
forth the folly of expecting a resurrection of the seed or body which
has been sown.-lCor. 15:36-38.Some
one has asked recently whether the
Scriptures teach "transmigration of
the soul." We positively discard
the vain philosophies of Heathenism
on this point. But we do accept
the teaching of revelation, that the
individuality and personality of
beings is transferred from one distinct plane of life-condition to that
of another; (also that in God's economy beings who have lived on the
human piane under fallen conditions
will be resurrected on the h uman plane
under perfect conditions.) Else how
could we reconcile the change of
nature in Jesus Christ, first in His
humiliation, and again in His glorification, when He took in His privilege of being equal with God.
That there are distinct planes of
"resurrection life" is clearly stated
in the Scripture. There will be a
resurrection to human and earthly
conditions, and also to spiritual and
heavenly. This is a truth too frequently overlooked, and in consequence much confusion and misunderstanding of the purpose and
calling of God exists. There is a
mystery indicated bearing on this
subject in connection with the resurrection and glorification of Jesus
which is unfathomable to the human
mind when left to its own resources.
Rev. 1:11-16 gives us a glimpse of
what He is now. His "Come unto
me" is yet valid. We are called to
participate with Him in the better
resurrection. The glory and blessedness of this condition will be
known when "we shall be like Him,"
seeing Him as He is.—1 Jno. 3:2.
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be no approach to the Father.—John
14:6; 1 Tim. 2:5. And without the
Holy Spirit we have no access to the
AN in his pristine state was fulness of God in Christ.—Eph.
glorious. Man redeemed is 2:18; John 16:13-15; John 7:38,39;
more glorious. I n his primitive John 16:7. Without Easter there
creation, man was "crowned with would never have been Pentecost,
glory and honor."—Psa. 8:5. I n no church, no propagation of t h e
his new creation in Christ Jesus he Gospel, no enthusiasm nor power to
The Lord is risen indeed!
s crowned with the very Glory of proclaim the "glad tidings of salvaWe weep and lay
the Godhead—2 Cor. 5:17; John tion."
Sadly our precious ones away;
Since for a time they vanish from our eyes: 17:22.
'O what a Christ is ours! what
Yet without fear
The first Adam was in the likeness a Salvation! what a Gospel! what a
We look to see their faces dear
of God.—Gen. 1:26. The second mission! We are not half awake
When Christ shall say, "Arise."
Adam was very God manifest to "our high calling of God in
Jesus."—Phil. 3:14; Col.
in the flesh."—John 1:1,14; 1 Tim. Christ
The Lord is risen indeed!
"With
3:16. The primitive man was "made 1:10,11; 1 Thess. 2:12.
Look up and see,
Listen! He speaks to thee,
a little lower than the angels."— great power the Apostles gave witFaint heart, weak hand, that still to reach Psa. 8:5. Man identified with Christ ness of the resurrection of the Lord
him tries,
is exalted "far above all principality, Jesus."—Acts 4:33. This is the
Though yet 'tis dark,
and power, and might, and dominion;" only power that counts in winning
TheLord thy grief and pains shall mark, for where Christ is, there the saints souls, because it is the risen Christ
And Christ shall say, "Arise."—Sel.
will be.—John 14:2,3; Eph. 1:21; in us manifesting His Divinity in the
Beauty of Holiness, in the magnetizJohn 17:24.
ing,
subduing power of love that
Mighty are the works of Creation.
THE DREAD OF THE GRAVEglories
in the cross for the salvation
But "even that which was made
The grave and its darkness appall me—
of the lost! A Christian is one who
glorious"
was
eclipsed
"by
the
To live there in silence so long,
glory that excelleth;" and this glory is "risen with Christ," and whose
With hope all unanswered, unquestioned,
is the Godman crucified and risen. "citizenship is in heaven."—Col.
Unechoed her sweet charming song!
Without God Incarnate there can 3 : 1 ; Phil. 3:20, 21. A glorious
My faith is but human and restless,
benobeginning of redemption. With- experience is Rom. 14:7-9. These
Burdened oft with the strivings to be;
out Resurrection, the incarnation are the people who can say with
I stumble o'er mounts in the distance,
the Apostles, ''This Jesus hath God
would be a failure. God in the flesh
Weep o'er what I cannot foresee.
raised
up, whereof we all are
only as an example can never save
witnesses."-Acts
2:32. To apprehend
Lord, give me a faith that, reliant,
man. Christ crucified and not risen
and live the great fact of Easter is
Can trust to thy infinite grace;
would be an awful abortion.
to be as unmistakable a revelation
Can triumph o'er silence and darkness,
WITHOUT EASTEE THEEE IS NO SAL- of God in the flesh as Jesus Christ
And join in thy choral of praise!
Himself.—Matt. 10:40. No cruciVATION.
Ah! those who uncheered, yea, and hopeless,
fixion,
no atonement. No resur11
If Christ be not raised, your
Go down the dark valley of d3ath,
With no hope in the great resurrection
faith is vain: ye are yet in your rection, no Advocate at the right
And no faith to cheer their last breath!
s i n s . " — ! Cor. 15:17. To "know hand of God to plead the merits of
the power of His Resurrection," is atoning blood. The risen Christ
My faith though so humble and lowly,
to
realize the eternal purpose of alone can procure and send the
Clings only, dear Savior, to thee!
God.—Phil. 3:10; Eph. 3:10,11. dispensing Paraclete. Hear the testiHow could I endure the dread silence,
His life shows us how God lives.— mony of the Eternal God; "declared
Uncheered by thy hope, Calvary?
John 14:9-11. H i s death reveals to be the Son of God with power
My dust can lie down in the silence,
"the exceeding sinfulness of s i n "according to the spirit of Holiness,
And welcome, O grave, thy dread chill,
and the inflexibility of the Divine by the resurrection from the dead."
If my Saviour but stand at the threshold;
Righteousness.—2 Cor. 5:21. H i s —Rom. 1:4. What do we want with
There consign me to wait on His will.
Resurrection is God's public dem- a dead Christ? What use can God
—Mrs. Sarah S. Dodge.
onstration of the absolute sinless- make of a dead Christian? Christ
ness of Jesus, and t h e perfect ac- is a Savior because "He could not
A converted Chinaman on the Pa- complishment of the stupendous be holden of death."—Acts 2:24.
We are saved because we are dead
cific coast sold himself to work as a work contemplated by His Incarna- indeed unto sin, but alive unto God
coolie in New Guinea for the sake tion. God is perfectly satisfied through Jesus Christ our Lord."
with the redeeming work of His
of working among his countrymen
Nothing does t h e
Son, and perfectly at peace with —Rom. 6:11.
and before he had died he personally every soul that accepts the issues of church need more than identity with
Jesus Christ in the likeness of His
brought to Christ two hundred of this work by faith.
r e s u r r e c t i o n . — R o m a n s 6:4,5.
his companions."
Without the Mediator there can
THE LOKD IS RISEN.

The Lord is risen, indeed!
' There is no gloom,
Nor any darkness in the tomb,
Since He hath left it open to the skies:
It hath no power
To hold its dead a single hour
When Christ shall say, "Arise."
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THE NEW SABBATH.

MJ

i
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Here is the most blessed and
glorious secret of Phil. 4:7,14;
Rom. 8:37; 1 Cor. 15:57 and Acts
20;24.
The Sabbath which Easter inaugurates is eternal. The great
workers for Jesus are the true
Sabbath-keepers.
None are so
ready "to spend and be spent" in
the service of the Cross as those who
have found the very rest of God
through the> Blood of the Lamb.
Only Easter souls are fit for missionaries. Only those whose biography
is written in Gal. 2:20, can enter at
the Gates of Pearl. Paul tells us
in Acts 13:33. what the new birth
is, and when and how it takes place.
So profound is the relation of the
Resurrection to the economy of
Redemption that the Incarnation is
only then perfected. No soul is
sure of salvation until the mystery
of Easter becomes a personal consciousness.
C. H. BALSBAUGH.
Union Deposit, Pa.
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NEWNESS OF LIFE.
(Rom. 6:4.)

r r i']H E figure in this verse is that
JL of death, burial and resurrection.
It teaches us the union of the believer with Christ, in His death,
grave and triumphant resurrection.
Jesus gave His life for us. He
died in our stead. His death is
reckoned ours, so that all true believers are counted as having
died just as really as though they
themselves had been nailed to the
cross. They are declared to be
dead. In 2 Cor. 5:14, the Revised
Version gives the correct rendering:
"Because we thus judge, that one
died for all, therefore all died." In
Col. 3:3, it is plainly stated, "For ye
are dead, and your life is hid with
Christ in God".—Rom. 6:8. "Dead
with Christ."
And then we have that remarkable verse in Jno. 5:24:—"Verily
verily, I say unto you, he that
heareth my word, and believeth
on Him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into
cendemnation
(or
judgment);
but is passed
fr o m
death
unto
life.''''
This language is
so clear and unequivocal that there

Vfi&fTQfR..

is no doubt as to where he puts the
believer—clear beyond death, on
the resurrection side of the grave.
This is what Jesus came to do. This
He did through His own death and
resurrection, taking with Him the
redeemed race of believers, just as
truly as the first Adam in his
fall, dragged the whole human family down to ruin with himself.
Where then is the standing of
the believer? It is in Christ on
resurrection ground. His life is new
life, even resurrection life. The old
life has gone to the cross. He has
now become a new creature in
Christ Jesus. Only this will avail
for salvation. He is now exhorted
to walk in newness of life.
He
is told to reckon himself dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God
through Jesus Christ our Lord. He
is to yield himself unto God as alive
from the dead, and thus doing has
the promise that sin shall not have
dominion over him. And his body
is to be presented unto God as a
living sacrifice.

123 .

life from above—even the Christlife of the Risen One.
J. G. CASSEL.
Abilene, Kan.

« » »
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.

THOUGHTS ON THE RESUKKECTION,

T

H E doctrine of the Resurrection
will not be understood, until
men will accept the Bible statement
of the fall in the Garden of Eden.
Man was created in the image of
God. It was necessary therefore
that he should be of a three-fold
nature, as well as righteous; hence
he was a tripartite being—spirit,
soul and body.
Man in his creation was linked
with the three worlds, the Mineral,
the Organic, and the Spiritual. His
material body linked him with the
mineral world; his soul linked him
with the organic world; and his spirit
linked him with the spiritual world.
It was said unto him that if he
ate of the forbidden fruit, "dying
thou shalt die." (Marg.)
But he
disobeyed and died a spiritual death,
Beloved reader will you not at hence was no longer linked with the
this Easter tide, when our thoughts spiritual world. God pronounced
dwell upon the resurrection, enter the sentence of the death of his
into all the privileges and blessings body upon him and drove him out
that are yours as one who has died of the Garden of Eden, which reand risen with Christ? You need sulted in the death of his body;
not have the old life of anxiety and hence he was no longer linked with
failure. .Tesus has purchased deliv- the organic world, but went back
erance for you. If you will place into the mineral world from whence
yourself on the resurrection side you he came. He was no longer a living
will find yourself on the victory side. being; but his identity was preserved
And then it will be new life from in his soul in Hades, just as the
above, and this new life is the life identity of the stalk is preserved in
of Jesus, which is imparted by the the germ of the grain.
Holy Spirit. "Christ in you the
When man transgressed, he died
hope of glory," is the believer's life.
a spiritual death and became a helpThe cross means the death of the less captive in the hands of Satan.
old life. The resurrection means the He had lost his righteousness, and
bringing forth of the new life. could not regain it; for he had
Christ has acted for us both on the "sold" himself "under sin."
cross and in the resurrection. When
And we must all admit (if we befaith reckons on God's facts, the lieve the Word of God) that if he
Spirit works in us the power of had been left in the Garden of Eden,
Christ's death and resurrection; and where he had access to the tree
the result in practical life and ex- of life, he would have lived forever,
perience will be deliverance from (Gen. 3:22,23) and would rot have
sin, the flesh and the worid-a life of remained Sataii's captive.
victory in the Holy Spirit.
"Walk
When God pronounced the senin the Spirit and ye shall not fulfill tence of destruction upon Satan in
the lusts of the flesh." This is walk- the Garden of Eden, He hinted that
ing in newness of life. This is re- Adam and Eve's destruction should
ceiving, moment by moment, new not be complete; but when He said,
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"Dust thou art, and to dust thou
When young Antiochus wrote to nection with the body. Consequentshalt return," and drove them out of the Jews, in speaking of the death ly there can be no immortality withthe Garden of Eden in order that of his father, Antiochus Epiphanes, out a resurrection; and until this is
they should no longer have access to King of Syria, he used this expres- accepted the doctrine of t h e resurthe tree of life, it was evident that sion: "Since our father is translated rection and its significant place in
the way of redemption was through unto the gods." This is where the plan of redemption will not be
ELIAS M. SMITH.
death and a resurrection, neither the notion came from. I t is nowhere understood.
Clay Center, Kan.
was there any other way, for the taught in the Word of God.
destruction of the body was necesChrist went through death and a
sary in order to liberate his soul out resurrection, and so must we. H e For the EYANGELIOAI. VISITOE.
of the hands of Satan.
opened the "way from hades and the
EASTER'S BLESSED THOUGHTS.
grave back to life: for the sentence
But as sin is death,and righte
E ABE again upon the eve
ness is life, and since it is the "dust thou art, and to dust thou
of another Easter day, when
"Spirit that quickeneth," it was nec- shalt return," included the whole
essary that God should make some human family. And Christ's death the resurrection of our Lord will be
provision for man before He drove and resurrection ransomed the whole celebrated. I t is fitting that t h e
him out of the Garden of Eden. human family from the grave; but birth of Jesus, H i s passion and
God therefore slew the victim, and only they who are clothed with other events of His terrestrial career,
with the blood H e made an atone- Christ's righteousness will be resur- be celebrated. This day (Easter)
ment for the sin of his soul, and rected to life everlasting; they who must be deemed of the highest imwith the skins He clothed his naked- come forth in their nakedness will portance to the Christian world; for
ness; (Gen. 3:21) for the covering be sentenced to the second death, it is the keynote and mainspring of
he had made for himself was worth- which includes the death of the soul, the Christian's faith and the highless and is figurative of man's self- and settles man's destiny so far as est expectation of his hope.
righteousness.
T h e blood was the Scripture is concerned.
We fancy, we hear the echo of the
figurative of Christ's atoning blood;
This talk of Christ's soul having theme when Paul says to the Corinththe covering was figurative of to go into everlasting destruction, or ian brethren, "And if Christ be not risChrist's righteousness. And from everlasting torment, is exceedingly en,then is our preaching vain, and your
this time on we find man offering flat; that is in order to be man's faith is vain." "Wherefore comfort
living sacrifices for his sin, until substitute.
one another with these words;" (beChrist came into the world in the The sentence of death has never cause firstly, H e is risen, and seclikeness of sinful flesh and fulfilled yet been pronounced on any human ondly that H e is coming.) T h e
the law of righteousness, in man's soul; and will not be until after Christian world with strong and
stead, giving His life as a ransom to Christ's reign on earth, and after solemn voice says, "Our Lord is
redeem his soul from hades and his the general resurrection of the dead. risen indeed." We return to earth
body from the grave.
And when once pronounced there (the grave) a natural body. Through
Him we are raised a spiritual body.
The regeneration of the believer will be no more redemption.
begins by the reviving of his spirAs we accept this truth it is only
Christ's death and resurrection
itual nature; and through the oper- ransomed the whole human family in accord with the faith that has
ation of the Holy Spirit it extends to from the death brought on through actuated the Christian lifd at all
the soul, and in the resurrection it the fall; and if we go into everlast- times and caused t h e Christian's
extends to the body, when man ing destruction, it will be on account life to bud and bloom as the rose.
will again be restored in the image of our own sin, and not on account Instead of regarding life as a desert
of God.
waste, encircled within a few fleetof the transgression in Eden.
Christ's righteousness gives the
God's own words, "Behold the ing, years our soul pants for greater
believer a righteous standing before man is become as one of us, to know beauties here, and at last desires to
God; His blood atones for his sins; good and evil: and now lest he put "depart and be with Christ which is .
the Holy Spirit cleanses, heals and forth his hand, and take also of t h efar better." Those who have not
educates, until finally, in the resur- tree of life and live forever," and held this belief are but a handful to
rection, he comes forth a pure, holy the statement that follows, "there- myriads who have died in the glorisinless being.
fore the Lord God sent him forth ous hope of the better things to
Since man can have no fellowship from the Garden of Eden" makes it come.
with God without a mediator until manifest, or proves, that man's
I t is .a beautiful thought and
he is restored in the image of God; physical immortality was frustrated. should assist in teaching us t h e
and, since he can not be restored in And in bringing about the destruc- plain truth,—that the celebration of
the image of God without the death tion of the body, God frustrated Easter's resurrection should come at
of the body and a resurrection; it is Satan's plan to hold man captive, a time when nature itself is performuseless talk about translation at and brought in the Resurrection as ing her annual miracle, as if to
death, or a naked immortality. This a secondary means to bring man strengthen our faith.
Nature is
notion has been derived from the into everlasting life; the immortality springing into life from apparently
taught in the Bible is only in con- a dead state; the sap is beginning to
heathen philosophers.
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flowdife in renewed beauty and vigor, future. I t is only when we think mate on the great Atonement? Did
is coming forth and nature is stand- what life would be without this he not reflect how much it cost the
ing on the threshold of her resurrec- blessed hope of immortality through Father to send His Son to suffer
tion. As she comes from her rest, the resurrection, that we feel the and die? and how far reaching the
all about us we see changes; all is measure of blessings that come with results would be? Yea, verily, none
progress. God ceased from crea- Easter Day. Without it life would knew better than he. Though knowtion ; but where creation ends prog- not be worth living. So when this ing that "Without shedding of blood
ress begins. I s there then death corruptible shall have put on incor- there is no remission," yet a dead
and decay in God's laws? N o ; ruption and this mortal shall have Christ alone,lef t the future dark and
what seem to be death and deGay put on immortality, then shall come hopeless.
are only steps in progress. So what to pass the saying of Paul, "Oh
The resurrection of Jesus is the
seems to be dissolution is only a death where is thy sting oh, grave great pivot on which hangs all the
preparation for renewed life and where is thy victory? But thanks future hopes of God's redeemed
be to God which giveth us the victory children, while the Atonement revigor.
moves all the guilt of original and
All nature teaches us the truth of through our Lord Jesus Christ."
actual sin, and "pays the debt and
the resurrection. Jesus said, "Ye do
S. G. ENGLE.
sets us free;" for "if in this life
err, not knowing the Scripture or the Philadelphia. Pa.
®nly we have hope in Christ, we are
power of God." And in concluding
of all men most miserable."—1 Cor.
the answer to the Pharisees in Matt. For the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
15:19.
22: 31,32 we find the following:
A KISEIT SAVIOE,
"Have ye not read touching the res• No, we MUST have the Resurrecurrection, IIow God spoke to Moses It is Christ that died: yea rather that is tion life and hope in our souls.
at the burning bush ? 1 am the God BISEN again.—Rom.8:34.
Jesus says, " I am the Resurrection
H E great plan of salvation, like and the Life; he that believeth on
of Abraham, the God of Isaac and
a chain, is composed of one link me though he were dead yet shall
the God of Jacob. God is not a
God of the dead but of the living." added to another, until it is com- he live." "If you be risen with
The thought is transporting and plete. I n looking over some of the Christ," etc. It is a source of a
creates an emotion within me, that earlier links, to our eyes some would "lively hope"—for, "according to
Jesus should so speak of men long seem to be of little importance in so His abundant mercy hath He begotsince dead and moulded into dust. great a work; yet their absence ten us again unto a lively hope by
They dead, He still their God. would have broken the chain. Some the resurrection of Jesus Christ
Though dead they must live; be- of the final links seem to call for from the dead, to an inheritance incause H e said I am not a God of special prominence, especially the corruptible, undefined,
and that
dead men. I t presents to us a phase two named in the text quoted, not- fadeth not away."—1. Pet. 1:3.
•of life that bids defiance to the grave. ably the latter.
In every true Christian experience
Let our souls then be at ease and
In the writings of Paul, he re- there must be a spiritual resurrecreconciled to the thought of death. views the whole plan of Salvation. tion ; for like as Christ was raised
Through the glorious resurrection He beholds the wondrous creation from the d e a d . . . . so we should
(first a spiritual quickening here, of man, his innocence and his dread- rise to walk in newness of life."
then a material quickening there) ful fall; he contemplates the patri- How?—"through the faith of the
we come forth ready to meet Him in archal age, with its dim starlight operation of God"—Col. 2:12. Rise
the air, being fashioned like unto His worship; he sees the different stages from the death of sin to the life of
glorious body we repeat, "Therefore of the Jewish church with its cold righteousness; from bondage to
comfort one another with these moonlight religion—light without freedom; fiom gloomy despair to
words." No matter how Jesus may warmth and shadow without sub- unsullied hope; from poverty to an
be regarded—His conception, His stance; in the Bethlehem manger he unlimited share in the unsearchable
birth, and all other details of His sees the rising of the Sun of Right- riches of Christ.
life—as surrounded with mystic eousness. H e marks each succesHere
faith-reckoning
begins.
teachings, the fact remains that sive link in that "Wonderful Life;" "Likewise reckon ye also yourselves
the Christian world accepts Him as he appreciated and glories in it all. to be dead indeed unto sin but alive
the incarnate God, the perfect man, Now in solemn awe he stands on unto God through Jesus Christ our
the canceller of a broken law, a vic- Mount Calvary and beholds the Lord."—Rom. 6:11. The Resurrector of death, that we through Him Atoning Sacrifice; he sees the crown tion completely answered the great
might have life and a full realiza- of thorns, the cruel nails, the question, "If a man die, shall he
tion of better things to come.
pierced side, and exclaims, " I t is live again?" with a decided affirmative. "For as in Adam all die, even
Let those of us who live at the Christ that DIED."
dawn of another Easter morn each
But when he views the resurrec- so in Christ shall all be made ah'i>e."
observe it in his own way, bowing tion^ he * adds with triumphant em- - 1 Cor. 15:22. It supplies positive
with heart and knee in thankfulness phasis, "Yea rather that is KISEN knowledge in place of dim conjectfor the fullness of life's blessings again." Why rather risen again? ure. "For we KNOW that if our
and the assurance of a more blessed Did hot Paul place a proper esti- earthly h o u s e , . . . . we have a build-
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ing of God (a spiritual body) eter- and even on the roadside, the cruci- For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK.
nal in the heavens."—2 Cor. 5:1.
fix is ever present with its "Ecce THE EESUEEEOTIOriPOWEEAin) LIFE.
All the joy of Christian worship Homo.'1'' No wonder that with only
ASTER. " I t is no honor to
and individual experience; all our a dead Christ always before them,
our translators that this word
inspirations and aspirations; all our and a spiritually dead priesthood to
bright hopes aDd anticipations of guide them, they grope in darkness occurs in the English Bible, Act. 12:
heaven and of meeting our friends and know nothing of the "lively 4; it should have been Passover,
there—all hinges on the Resurrec- hope" that sustained the noble army which feast of the Jews we well
tion of Jesus from the dead. When cf martyrs whom their church know.
our loved ones fall asleep in Jesus, burned at the stake in days gone by.
Easter is a word of Saxon origin;
A few more thoughts on a Risen and imports a goddess of the Saxons
when earth's tenderest ties are broken
and our hearts are torn and bleeding, Savior and I am done. Let us not or rather of the East, Estera in honwhen we stand by the open grave linger too long at the sepulchre. or of whom sacrifices being annually
" H e is not here, He isoffered about the passover time of
and hear the solemn words, "dust to It is empty.
dust, earth to earth" and the clods Risen; come see the place where the the year (spring) the name became
fall with that sound that chills the Lord lay." H e is now a living, tri- attached by association of ideas to the
heart—still "We sorrow not as those umphant Savior. H e has "all power Christian festival of the resurrection
who have no hope." "For if we be in heaven and on earth." His resur- which happened at the time of the
lieve that Jesus died and rose again, rection may have changed His form, passover; hence we very improperly
even so them also which sleep in but He is "still the selfsame say Easter-day or Easter-Sunday;
Jesus will God bring with Him.".— Jesus." His tender love and pity as we by no means refer to the feshas risen with Him. The sad dis- tival then kept to the goddess of the
1 Thess. 4:14.
The Resurrection of Jesus has ciples on the. way to Emmaus felt ancient Saxons. So the present
removed the sting of death, and the their hearts burn within them on the German word for the Easter, Ostern,
victory of the grave. The once dark way. Surely somewhere they Bad is referred to as the same goddess,
valley is lit up with divine light. heard that voice before. Tell my Estera or Ostera."
What was once (and is yet to the disciples and Peter—for fear he will
unsaved) the portal of despair is think he is not included. How A HOLY HAPPY EASTEK IN THE POWEE OE HIS EESUEBECTTON.
now the vestibule of heaven. When kindly He reproved the doubting
Phil. 3:10.
our bodies are racked with pain and Thomas, yet offers him the desired
we pass weary days and sleepless proof of His identity. He sees the "The Lord be with thee on this sacred m o r n ing
nights, when our eyes grow dim and wearied toilers coming home, sad
our faculties fail, yea, when "in this and unsuccessful, after a long night's In resurrection power;
tabernacle we groan," even then we work. H e directs them to let the The inner Temple of thy life adorning,
are cheered by the "Blessed Hope" net down on the right side, and a With precious fruit and flower:
H e knows Thus this Easter tide shall be
made sure by the Resurrection of mighty haul results.
Christ. We know this corruptible tired men are hungry, and He pre- Full of holy joys for thee!"
shall put on incorruption and this pares them a satisfying meal. KindIt was a dark night in which J e mortal immortality. Yea, "We shall ly He waits till Peter is warmed and sus was betrayed; and darker still
be like Him, for we shall see Him filled before He asks him, "Lovest the day on which H e was crucified.
thou me more than these.'''' Finally The glittering star of hope of H i s
as H e is."
at HiJ sscension He looks down in
Another thought, only the spirit- pity on the weeping group below disciples and loving apostles was
ually risen can truly grasp the and sends two angels to console blighted in a single day. After
blessed doctrine of the Resurrection. them with the thought of His com- having forsaken all to follow Jesus,
Paul asked his skeptical audience, ing again in glory. " I t is Christ and having utmost confidence in
"Is it a thing incredible that God that died; yea EATHEE EISEN again." Him as the -e-ne who should restore
.Israel, he was suddenly arrested by
should raise the dead?"
Festus Yes,
wicked men, condemned to die by the
thought the belief an evidence of
Sanhedrim
council, who finally reinsanity.
The learned Athenians
"He ever lives above
ceived the signature of Pilate the
For me to intercede."
split on that rock. Some mocked;
Praise His Name forever! Amen. Roman governor, and led away to
others were so staggered by Paul's
Golgotha where they crowded Him
simple but bold assertion that they
P. ELLIOTT.
among, and numbered Him with
had to have time to recover before Richmond Hill, Ont.
hearing it again. It continues to be "There are other books that tell criminals and shamefullv crucified
the jest of the infidel and skeptic man to give up some sin, but the Him.
today. The apostate Church of Bible is the only one that commands
Joseph of Aramathea and NicodeRome studiously keeps in the back- to give up all sin."
mus came to Pilate and secured leground the lifegiving truths of the
gal authority to bury the blameless
o •->• »
•—
Resurrection of Jesus. Dead Christs
"He who has missed the joy of body of Jesus-and prevent his body
meet the eye in Catholic countries denial has missed treasure to be had from being thrown into the crimiat every turn. I n churches, houses, in no other way."
nal's crematory. I t was prophesied
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that H e should make his grave darkness has now become the most had quickened the mortal body of
amoDg the rich. So they tenderly luminous spot on earth. Tears of Jesus and made it insusceptible to
and gracefully laid His body into great joy overtake and destroy the pain or death, and ungoverned by
Joseph's own sepulchre,after having tears of deep sorrow and grief.
earth-life laws; being
exalted
profusely embalmed it with precious
above
the
angels
of
heaven
ai.d
givALL HAIL!
ointment.
en a name above all names.
He is not dead but liveth.
Calvary is now the darkest, place
THE EESUEEECTION OF CHEIST MAKES
Who are those two saintly women
' on earth. There lies the cross on
ATONEMENT VALID.
which Jesus died, painted with His wending their way northward through
The atonement by the death of
own blood. Just yonder rests His the narrow streets of Jerusalem,
own body in Joseph's tomb. Down passing through the gate and tread- Jesus Christ, without the resurrecin the city we see the widowed ing their course around Calvary? tion life and power, could avail us
they stop
with nothing.
The shedding of blood
mother, pale and overcome with All at once
grief. Hear her sobs!—deep and amazement on seeing that the mas- atoned for sin; but it required the
painful; eyes fountains of bitter sive stone is removed and the sepul- resurrection of Jesus Christ to protears; and she coald not be comfort- chre is wide open It is Mary Mag- duce a higher life than that whioh
dalene whom Jesus cleansed from was laid down in His death.
ed because H e was not.
seven devils, and Mary the mother
The resurrection is not a part of
This was the saddest funeral earth
of James and Joses, comiDg with the atonement, but was necessary
ever knew, because they all had forprecious ointment to complete the to make the atonement valid. The
gotten the promised resurrection.
embalming of the body of their resurrection, however was not indeI n their dreams and night visions
Lord, hot knowing what had trans- pendent of the atonement; for
they saw nothing but the cross, the
pired, although there had been an without death there could be no resmob, the grave—death. And they
earth-quake on the descent of the urrection.
Death was not procould hear nothing but the insulting
angel who rolled away the stone: nounced upon us in order to proremarks of the soldiers to Jesus, the
but then there was a great earth- duce the resurrection, but the resursounding hammers on the nail heads,
quake on crucifixion day, when rection was instituted to redeem the
and the cries of agony when Jesus
many graves of saints were thrown body from the grave and power of
said, "My God, my God, why hast
open and their bodies came forth death—the bodies of those who
thou forsaken me?" (God forsook
immediately after the Lord had ris- believe.
Jesus at this point in a certain sense
en and many other marvelous things
"He is not here, but is risen.''''
that He might accept us poor, unoccurred ;so possibly theis morning's What proofs have we that Christ
righteous sinners-He became a curse
earthquake drew no special atten- has risen? 1,He was seen at ten difthat we might be blessed and retion. They further look, inquire, ferent times after He arose and bedeemed.)
and discover the body is missing. fore He ascended to heaven, by reSorrow increases and gloom thick- liable witnesses. 2, They conversed
GOD HONOES HIM.
ens. The sun is just ready to peep
On the third morning of this in over the hills of Moab; the purple and ate with him. 3, After His astense darkness the shafts of eternal sky in the east has now blushed into cension to heaven H e was seen by
Stephen, the first Christian martyr,
light and glory dispersed the over- crimson.
and by Paul, the apostle to the Genhanging gloom forever by the resurrection life and power.
A proAt this juncture they meet two tiles, and by John the Revelator.
nounced change has taken place. angels in shining garments who re- 4, Angles testified to it. There is
God dispatched an angel from heav- late to them the resurrection story still one more blessed proof to us
en,whose countenance was like light- of Jesus. The sun and the joy of which we will name as fifth. 5, Bening and garments dazzling with hope rise simultaneously when the cause our sins are forgiven. Paul
white, to roll away the huge king- angels quote Christ's teachings. writes to his Corinthian brethren,
sealed stone, (God does not regard They now understand. They rush like this: If Christ be not risen
the seals of the wicked kings or back home to tell the apostles; but then ye are yet in your sins, and all
oath-bound orders only with con- the news is almost too good to be- that have died are perished. Are
tempt) and behold, the Lamb thai lieve; however the message comes you in you sins? Or are you delivwas slain comes dashing out like a from truthful lips and they dare not ered? I t is very probable that the
Corinthian brethren had often testilion of the tribe of Judah! He discredit it.
liveth again! His body that was
Now we see two men running on the fied in Paul's presence of sins parbruised and wounded for our trans- same street and in the same direction doned and deliverance from fear of
gressions is now spiritual, immortal; that the two or more holy women had death. If they now express doubt
permeated and actuated and invig- gone. It is John and Peter. They of Christ's resurrection, they conorated with a higher life than that have become enthused and are de- demn their own testimony. If
which was yielded.
termined to see and investigate for Christ had not risen, our pardon
would be impossible; because the
Oalyary, the scene of despair, is themselves. The story in true: for
at-one-ment would be imperfect—
further
investigation
develops
and
now the birth-place of highest hope
lacking
redemption power.
and joy. The mount of death and establishes the glorious fact. God
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To know forgiveness of our sins, of the spirit which is found in Christ morning of the first resurrection.
regeneration of heart, entire sanctifi- Jesus, in order to hasten soul de- Come let us reap its fruits and
cation of soul, body, and spirit velopment.
flowers.
J. R. ZOOK.
is the best proof of Christ's resur- "AS IN ADAM ALL DIE, SO IN CHRIST Des Moines, Iowa.
rection.
SHALL ALL BE MADE ALIVE."

BODIES OF SAINTS GLORIFIED.

Blessed are they who shall have
part in the first resurrection; for over
such the second death shall have no
power! "If we believe that Jesus
died and rose again, even so them
also which sleep in Jesus will God
bring with him * * * for the
Lord himself shall descend from
heaven with a shout, with the voice
of the archangel, and with the trump
of God; and the dead in Christ shall
rise first."
Which part of them that sleep
• in Jesus will God bring with Him
when He descends from heaven?
The spiritual? Where is the body
that is mortal? In the grave or
death? What will happen to the
bodies that sleep in Jesus when the
Lord descends from heaven? They
shall come forth glorious, incorruptible, immortal; they shall be changed from natural to spiritual, like unto that of the Son of God, and shall
be reoccupied by the spiritual, which
had departed at death. Our redemption is not completed until we
awaken in His likeness.
It was through the merits of the
blood of Christ that the resurrection
was instituted. The spirit of Christ
in the soul will qualify us to be partakers of the first resurrection. "He
that hath the Son hath life; and he
that hath not the Son of Gpd hath

not life."
There shall also be degrees of reward at the first resurrection. Paul
writing to the Hebrews refers to
some who would not accept deliverance, that they might receive a better resurrection. Reward will not
depend on intellectual, social nor
political attainments, but on soul development; the perfection of maturity of the grace of God in the soul—
which again depends on our activity
and obedience to God.
With what vigilence this truth
should stimulate us in the Master's
service to accomplish accomplishments to His glory! Let us have
the law of sin which we find in
our members destroyed by the law

Death has passed upon all flesh ;
and through the power of the resurrection of Christ, all must come forth.
Jesus said: "The hour is coming
in the which all that are in the
graves shall hear His voice, and
shall come forth; they that have
done good unto the resurrection of
life; and they that have done evil
unto the resurrection of damnation."
Paul repeats that fact saying, "There
is a resurrection of the just and the
unjust." John, the Reveiator, tells
us that those two resurrections are a
thousand years apart.
Jesus, through the power of the
resurrection by the merits of His
blood has planted a resurrection at
every grave of both saint and sinner.
But what a difference in the nature
and character of those two resurrections! One to immortality with
honor and a higher life, the other to
shame and contempt and death—
which means a lower life, the smoke
of the torment which shall ascend
forever and forever. How long
will it take to die this eternal death ?
To saints, Easter means a resurrection of life more abundant and
everlasting joy; but to a sinner it
points to a resurrection of damnation and destruction — a sad and
painful change of relationship to
God. — Read Rom. 2:6; Matt. 16:27. Let us all share the morning-glories of the first resurrection through obedience and faith to
the Lord Jesus Christ, who is
made unto us wisdom, righteousness,
justification, sanctification and redemption.
The lowest form of life is the mineral life. The next higher life is vegetable life—it having all that mineral
life has and more.- The next higher
life is animal life—it having all
that vegetable life has and more.
The next higher life is human life,
which has all that animal life has
and more. The next higher life is
the Christ life, which has all that
human life has and more. Oh, for
the Christ life in the soul, spirit and
body, that shall blossom in the
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POSSIBILITIES OP OHEISTIAN LIFE.

D

EAR Brethren and Sisters and
readers of T H E V I S T S O R : - I have
read with pleasure your spicy little
paper, and I feel led to give vent to
my feelings.
First I am so glad God gave me
an experience enabling me to understand the Pentecost people. Also
the VISITOR does not only afford
intellectual
food, but as G. D.
Watson calls it, real "soul food."
Bless God! It encourages me to
see how others are overcoming, and
how they press on in the Canaan
life.
It seems people need balancing up
nowadays. Some want to stay in
the Wilderness, and some in Canaan.
Let not these different degrees
puzzle us. I t is God's will that we
become strong soldiers of the cross.
Caleb did not only cross Jordan,
but he received Hebron. So we
should not only become young men,
but press on and become fathers in
Christ in due time. My experience
is this:—When God promises us
anything, our part is to meet the
condition and claim the promised
object. We need a strong faith
based on God's Word. If God is
able to save us to the uttermost,
we should be willing to let Him do
so. If He is willing to fill us with
the love of Jesus, we should bring
Him our hearts for that purpose. I
believe we limit God's power too
frequently. We are satisfied with
milk, when we should be hungry
for strong meat. We see men as trees
walking, when we might see every
man clearly. We are saved from
guilt when we might also be saved
from self. We have the peace we
craved, but could have the power
Jesus promised.
My experience is that when w©
know God's will on any point and
will not obey, we will stop right
there or backslide. When we obey
God as nearly as we can, faith is
spontaneous; we have His witness,
and all is well. Is it not true that
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any fashionable clothes for them.
And praise the Lord! He answered
my prayer.
Oh, dear ones, I am fillled to
overflowing with the love of God,
when I think of what He has done
for poor unworthy me. I know for
myself that the prayer of the righteous availeth much.
My faith is stronger than ever.
J. L. WINEY.
Birmingham Kan.
Jesus is all and in all to me.
I came to the place where there
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOP.
was nothing but the Word of God
TESTIMONY.
and Jesus, and tlfat is all I need.
He satisfies my longings. All I
E A B Brethren and Sisters in the need do is "trust and obey."
Lord: I am led to give through
I used to worry so much, but now
the VISITOR, a little of my late ex- I am saved from it.
perience.
''Safe in the arms of Jesus,
I find the words,
Safe on His gentle breast;

if people would positively obey God
as the Spirit leads. He would soon
lead thern into Holiness? O, to be
perfectly honest before God on our
knees, and then follow the Holy
Spirit into all truth! Beware of
covetousness. Beloveds, remember
us also to God. Yours, aiming to
be Heavenly-minded.

D

"Oh! how happy are they
Who their Savior obey!"

so true. It is all through obedience
that I am what and where I am.
Glory to Jesus for a salvation that
saves us from all sin! And not only
saves us but also sanctifies and fills
us with the Holy Ghost and baptizes us with fire.
Praise His holy name forever! It
is not my well doing. Surely goodness and mercy have followed me all
the dajs of my life.
At the age of eleven years the
Lord began to strive at my heart
and I became willing to serve Him.
I was honest before God, and Oh,
how narrow was the way shown me.
I had to leave the world behind—
also all foolish talking. I felt so
free, there was nothing between me
and God. I knew I was "a child of
the King," and from that time I
walked in all the light I had and
had many happy seasons. But when
this new light (sanctification) came
to us I felt there was something
wrong but did not know what it was.
But as I looked back over my life,
while raising my family, I saw so
many places where I could have
made it better.
Oh, I saw the need of being
wholly sanctified before raising a
family. Would to God that all our
dear young people could realize this
before marriage.
While rrj}' family was growing,
my prayer was that my children
would give their hearts to God while
young; and that I would not make

There by His love o'ershadowed,
Sweetly my soul shall rest."

I know there is much more in
store for me. I am only a child
beginning to learn—and I mean to
obey God.
I long "for a closer walk with
God." I can not get through
praising Him. Indeed my latest
days are the best.
Yours in the service,
MAHTHA SHEETS.
Moonlight, Kan.

WHAT IS MAN.

T

H E R E are things in earth and
heaven that cannot be weighed
and measured by human instruments.
When science has reached its limit
there is more beyond. The telescope
may sweep the skies, the microscope
may scan the atoms; the chemist
may analyze and the philosopher
may philosophize, but there is still
a great unseen and undiscovered
realm.
Man himself is a mystery which
no man can comprehend. We know
he is formed of dust, science teaches
this. Says Prof. Langley in his
New
Astronomy:—
"In the South Kensington Museum
there is, as everybody knows, an
immense collection of curiosities.
There is one shelf, however, which
seems to have some attraction of
equal interest to all. I t is the
representation of a man reduced to
his chemical elements; or rather an
exhibition of the materials of which
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the human body is composed. One
jar shows the exact quantity of
carbon in us, smaller bottles contain
our iron and phosphorus in just
proportions, while others exhibit
still other elements of the body;
and the whole reposes on a shelf
for the coming of a new Frankenstein to create the original man,
and make him walk about as we do.
The little vials that contain the
different elements which we all
have in smaller proportions, are
more numerous, and they suggest,
not merely the complexity of our
constitutions, but the identity of
our elements with those we have
found by means of the spectroscope,
not alone in the sun, but even in
the far-distant stars and nebulse, for
this wonderful instrument can find
traces of poison as well as analyze a
star, and its conclusions lead us to
think that the ancients were nearly
right when they called man a
microcosm or little universe. We
have literally within our bodies samples of the most important elements
of which the great universe is composed, and you and I are not only
like each other, and brothers in
humanity, but children of the sun
and stars in a literal sense, having
bodies made in great part of the
same things that make Sirius and
Aldebaran. They and we are near
relatives."
All this is true, but is this all?
The "invisible things" are yet beyond us. "The things which are
seen are temporal, but the things
which are not seen are eternal."
The invisible things are the more
real and permanent. We are surrounded by invisible air, fed by
invisible oxygen, held by invisible
gravitation, warmed by invisible
caloric, vitalized by invisible life,
thrilled
by invisible electricity,
moved by an invisible will guided
by invisible intelligence, and who
knows but behind all these there
stands amid the shadows of his own
creation
"the
invisible
God"
"whom no man hath seen nor can
see?"—Col. 1:15; 1 Tim. 6:16.
And man, formed of dust in the
image of his invisible Maker, has
yet
an invisible
nature which
chemists cannot find out and which
is onlv known to that God who made
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I CANNOT FEEL SAVED.
him, and who searcheth the hearts
"Looking unto Jesus who is the
and trieththe reins of inan.-l Chron. author and finisher of your faith."
A E T I N L U T H E R in one of
28:9; Ps. 7:9.
He is strong to deliver and mighty
his conflicts with the devil,
Before His gaze man in all the to save. Your case is perfectly safe
complexity of his nature lies open in His hands. The devil may saywas asked by the arch-enemy if he
to view. H e knew man in his it is false-reckoning and that you felt his sins were forgiven. " N o , "
original perfection, knows him in are a hypocrite to take a positive said the great Reformer, " I don't
his present sinful ruin, and knows stand "alive unto God," when you feel that they are forgiven, b u t I
how to redeem and deliver him and feel uprising within. I t looks like know they are, because God says so
in His Word."
give to him eternal life, and make a contradiction, but remember:
him a partaker of his own divine
Paul did not say believe on the
"We are (only) made partakers
nature, a sharer in the gift of God
Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt
of Christ if we hold the beginning
which is eternal life through Jesus
feel saved, but "Believe on the
of our confidence steadfast unto the
Christ our Lord.—H. L.
Hastings.
Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be
end."
saved." No one can feel that his
While we trust in feelings or inRECKONING.
sins are forgiven. Ask that man
ward frames, we shall always be
whose debt was paid by his brother,
"Reckon ye yourselves to be dead indeed tossed about.
"Do vou feel that your debt is
unto sin: but alive unto God through Jesus
Carnality will surely die if given paid?"" " N o , " is the reply. " I
Christ."
no chance to act. I t is always
O matter what your spiritual taking a weak stand to testify that don't feel that it is paid: I know
condition may be, a confidence the devil has any hold on you, orfrom this receipt that it is paid and
in God that accepts His propitiation that you are under bondage to man's I ft el happy because I know it is
paid."
for our sins, will keep one from opinion, or a wavering spirit, and
A dear Christian, on hearing
sinful practices, and being kept hoping that God will some time
others
speaking of their feelings
from outward transgressions, will make you free. This is simply
awaken a desire for inward righteous- fighting under a wrong flag. No used to say, "Feelings! feelings!
Don't bother yourself about your
ness.
nation ever gained its liberty until feelings. I just stick to the old truth
The self-life dies hard. I t nat- it declared its freedom from the
that Christ died for me, and H e is my
urally lives according to the law of rule of tyranny. Your freedom is
surety right on to eternity, and I'll
sin and death; but if the soul taking purchased,
was fully paid for, stick to that like a limpet to t h e
the first reckoning "dead indeed nineteen hundred years ago. Who- rock."—Ex.
unto sin" leaves that side as settled ever will may be free. If you want
forever, and lives altogether in the freedom, take it. Act upon it in
"Satan deludes the masses by the
second reckoning "alive unto God faith.
lie that the world is growing better,
through Jesus Christ," the result is
Jesus Christ your Advocate never because persecution has ceased. O,
sure. "The law of the Spirit of lost a case submitted unto Him. be not deceived. Persecution has
life in Christ Jesus hath made me He ever lives to make intercession ceased only, because virtue has ceasfree from the law of sin and death." for you. God and all the heavenly ed which once provoked it. There
You are under no obligation what- host believe in Him and honor His is nothing in modern religion to
ever to the law you are dead to. appeal. Your case can't be lost, stir up the enmity of the carnal
No matter how you feel, no matter if actually left in His hands. H e mind. The world and the so called
what stage of experience you have will see you through. Never under- church are united, and peace prereached, that has nothing to do with it. take to fight it out yourself. You vails because truth which disturbs
"Let us remember in running a race
are not able. H e knows your it is suppressed. But the hatred is
That faith is not feeling,
position in faith and honors it. No there entrenched under the profesAnd trust is not trace;
one else need to know, and none sion of religion."
And when all is seeming as dark
can judge from outward appearance.
«» • » • • as the night,
"Can
sanctification
be lost and
Having given up ever taking
Just keep on believing,
justification
retained?"
W h y lose
your case out of His hands again,
And go on with the fight."
either
or
both
?
A
skillful
driver is
Having taken your stand in Christ you will be able to "hold fast the the one that keeps the farthest away
confidence
and
the
rejoicing
of
the
as "alive unto God," positively
from the edge, and not the one that
refuse to yield your members any hope." You will reckon the work tries how near he can drive to t h e
more as servants to unrighteousness. sure, because One who loves you edge without actually going over.
I t is your part to reckon, and H i sand cannot fail, has taken it. There What does anybody want with such
to make the reckoning a reality. is nothing too hard for Him.
a question as heads this article unYou can never make yourself holy.
"How sweet it is to be anchored fast
less he wants to make some dangerYou can only declare youself wholly
To a hope that cannot fail.
ous experiments?"—Sel.
on God's side, rejecting all the
Let us reckon with'a firmer trust,
» • » •o
And He will make it real."
devil's goods, and refusing to do
"The man who works for the Lord
with them:
—The Firebrand.
will never be out of a job."
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and the Savior of mankind. And I lous. This is none the less true behave tried to preach Christ as if I cause some people who attend church
believed in Him, not as if I had hes- services like that sort of thing, being
WISE WOEDS TO YOUNG PEEAOHEES. itations and peradventures and limi- more impressed with "the wind"
tations. And I have tried to preach than with the "still small voice." A
T H A N K God that I was stuck Him, as if I lived on Him congregation that has been so acdown in a quiet, little obscure and that is the bottom of it all, customed to boisterous preaching
place to begin my ministry;—for that we ourselves shall feed on the that the simple, natural delivery of
that is what spoils half of you young truth that we proclaim to others. a sermon seems to it tame and lackfellows; you get pitchforked into So if my words can reach any of my ing in fervor is in an unhealthy conprominent position? at once, and dear young brethren, I want to say: dition. When a young preacher
then fritter yourselves away in all Concentrate yourselves on the work manifests a tendency to tear a pasmanner of little engagements that of your ministry; preach Christ sion to tatters some one ought to
you call duties, going to this tea- with all your heart, lift up your draw him to one side and give him
meeting, and that anniversary, and voice, lift it up with strength, be this advice: "Don't try to scream
the other breakfast celebration, in- not afraid. " W e know that the people into the kingdom."—Central
stead of stopping at home and read- Son of God is come, and hath given Chr. Advocate.
ing your Bibles and getting near to us an understanding, that we may
God. I thank God- for the early know Him that is true, and we are "Ministers these days need as
days of struggle and obscurity. I in Him that is true, even in His Son much as ever two important powers,
dare not speak of attainments. I Jesus Christ." Brethren depend the power to do and the power to
may venture to speak about aims, upon it that these be the themes and endure. Capacity to work is much
especially because I think 1 have a that be the spirit of our ministry, needed. There never was more need
number of my younger brethren whether they will hear or whether for this. Too many lack in this rehere, and I would like to give a last they will forbear, they will know spect. They seem to think that
dying speech and confession to them. that there has been a prophet among when they have preached the Word,
that is all. But it is not. Activity
I began my ministry—and, thank them.—Alex. Maclaren, D. D.
in scores of ways is necessary. Do,
God, I have been able to keep that
do, do, that is the voice which comes
as my aim, I say nothing about atYELLING IN THE PULPIT.
from every quarter, and is for the
tainments—with the determination
of concentrating all my available
H E R E is reason to believe that minister's ears. Then there is much
strength on the work of Christian
not a few preachers confound to be endured. Endured, too, when
ministry, the pulpit; and I believe enthusiasm of pulpit utterances with physical powers are of little avail.
that the secret of success for all our loud voice, and labor under the im- There is need of calmness, of paministers lies very largely in the pression that the way to waken peo- tience, of sweetness, of forbearacne,
simple charm of concentrating their ple up and set them to thinking is of long-suffering, and of that pecuintellectual force on the work of to yell at them. They have prob- liar strength which goes with these
preaching. 1 have tried and I am ably taken, consciously or uncon- qualities. P u t these two together
thankful to Dr. Angus for his words sciously, as their model the type of and you will have the minister much
on that matter, to make my ministry speaker, common in an earlier day, needed today. No minister can suca ministry of exposition of Scrip- who worked himself up to a white ceed these days who is not able to
ture. I know that it has failed in heat of fervor in public addresses. endure as well as to do, and to do as
many respects; but I will say that I Others have formed the habit of well as to endure."
have endeavored from the beginning shouting in the pulpit without inWhile everybody in the neighborto the end to make that a character- tending to do so. I t has grown
hood
is enjoying good health, let
istic of my public work. And I have upon them gradually and has bethe
minister
preach a sermon against
tried to preach Jesus Christ, and the come second nature with them. In
Jesus Christ, not of the Gospels all cases it is a deplorable habit, the useless habit of going from the
only, but the Christ of the gospels especially so when it asserts itself funeral to the house of feasting.
and the epistles. H e is the same. most importunely, as for instance There is no necessity foi the custom
Dear young brethren, I believe that when tremendous vocal power is ex- whatever; besides, it is very unbethe one thing that .the world wants pended upon parts of sermons which coming, and often leaves burdens
that the poor can ill afford to bear.
is the redemption, the power of that admit of no emphasis.
Preach this sermon twhile the people
gospel on the individual soul; and
The moment a preacher begins to are in good health; then no one
that men know they want it. Dr. yell in the pulpit he weakens himwill become offended.—Gospel MesJohnson- once said in his wise way: self very materially, and raises the
senger
"Nothing odd lasts," and I believe natural suspicion that he is in the
• • i» • •
that too. "Nothing odd lasts;" but brush and having a hard time to get "Eloquence in the pulpit without
Christ lasts, and man's sin lasts, and out. When he exerts the full force the Word of the Lord in the sermon
man's needs last and we have got to of his lungs upon a commonplace is like a tree which blossoms abundpreach Christ and Him crucified, utterance he makes himself ridicu- antly,but never bears any fruit."
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the curtains, drawn, the two gases lumber. People purchase clothing
that they never will wear out, buy
lighted.
ornaments which in a little while
Now
two
gas-burners
produce
as
"That our sons may be as plants grown up
in their youth; that our daughters may be as much carbonic acid in an hour become a nuisance, load themselves
corner-stones, polished after the similitude as ten men, though, being pure, it with tawdry finery which they are
of a palace."- Psalm U±:12.
is not so injurious; nevertheless, the soon glad to get rid of, and spend
room requires more ventilation, and their time preparing food which
MODERN HYGIENE Dl PRACTICE.
instead, there is less, or none at injures rather than nourishes, and
destroys life that it should lengthen
all.
T is far more wholesome to drink
I t has been calculated that, in a out.
impure river water, than to fair sized room, hermetically sealed,
I t is a great thing for a man to
breathe the air of a crowded and a man might exist for one hour. know what he does not want; to
unventilated room, and how cleanly If he had a candle, this time would have simple tastes; to "abhor that
people can be content to do so, is be reduced to three-quarters of an which is evil;" to seek that which
only explicable on the principle hour; if a lamp, to half an hour; is permanent, and do that which is
that what the eye does not see, while, if hehad twogood gas-burners, right.—The Christian.
the heart does not grieve over, and wanted to be really cheerful,
writes Dr. Alfred Schofield in he would lire just five minutes.
SYSTEM NECESSARY IN THE HOME.
JLeisure Hour.
All this shows that ventilation
M YSTEM is as necessary in t h e
Now we all live in houses, and should always be increased when
k J home as in the schoolroom, t h o
even if we pass our days out of lights are burning in a room, and
the round of labor is so different
doors, we have to pass our nights not decreased.
and its results often less apparent.
within. This subject is one of At night in bedrooms, the fresh
A woman in the center of a home
painful interest to us all.
air is a necessity of life.
certainly needs a broader view of
The real problem in ventilation It is folly fo rail at "night air" as life, a larger outlook, than the daily
is not the size of a room, but how if it were a mysterious poison.
routioe of the kitchen, dining-room,
often the air of a room can be As a matter of fact, there is no bedroom, cooking, tidying, and sewair at night but night air, and it
changed without draught.
ing or she becomes a machine and a
Suppose a room is ten feet by ten happens to be always far purer drudge. We need, by sheer force
feet, by ten feet high, and there is a than day air, at any rate in towns. of heart and mind, to rise above the
narrow window in it two feet wide, It should be freely admitted with- distasteful and monotonous in our
out draught.
and a fireplace.
daily cares and duties, and see life
There can be no doubt that,
The
room will be sufficiently though impure air may be a slow as a whole, and our work as parts—
ventilated if the window is opened poison, it is a sure one. I t lowers small, of course, but parts—of the
one inch for every person in thethe whole tone of the system, and universe and the universal plan.
room, the foul air finding a ready lays the unsuspected foundation for Looked at in this way, our work
exit up the chimney.
numerous and fatal diseases.—The cannot seem menial or trivial, neither
can any part of it assume undue
The practical person asks, " I s Household.
proportions; but it must of necessity
there any way in which I can find
adjust itself to its proper place in
out whether the air does contain the
THINGS WE DO NOT WANT.
our
lives.—Ladies' 1 Home Comright amount of carbonic acid, and
no more?" Certainly there is.
HAT a heap of things there panion.
m i m> i »
are that we do not want,"
To test the air of a room, you
The best time for taking a bath
bring into it a half-pint bottle full said a shrewd old Greek.
is just before going to bed. There
of water. You empty this water
There are some people who want is no . practice more objectionable
out in the room, when the bottle everything they see, even to thethan to go to bed closely wrapped
immediately fills with the air of moon; for babies have been known up. in the dust and dirt that accumuthe room. You then put into the to cry for that. B u t how few oflate on the surface of the body
bottle one tablespoonful (half an those things are really necessary. during the day. Nor is there any
ounce) of pure lime-water, cork, People spend their time in making thing I know of so conducive to
and shake it.
things they - do not want; they sound sleep as a tepid douche just
If it turns milky in a few minutes, spend their money in buying things before getting into bed. I have
they do not want; they spend then- many times known bad sleepers
the ventilation rs insufficient.
In the day, the problem is easily lives in taking care of things which become the best of sleepers from the
solved, because the air of a room are of no earthly use to them ; and adoption of this simple rule.—Ex.
can be changed without draught sometimes we find a house lumbered
I#
W
£M
up with lots of trifling trumpery,
three times an hour.
To pronounce a man happy mereThe difficulty is in the evenings which, when the brightness and ly because he is rich, is just as aband nights, and in winter. Observe newness is rubbed off from it, is surd as to call a man healthy bewhat is done. The window is closed, simply worthless trash and useless cause he has enough to eat.—Sel.
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"But the path of the just is as the shining
light, that shineth more and mere unto the
perfect day."—Prov. 4:18.
[NOTE.—The "Bible Study" of.this department is conducted by Bro. Geo. Detwiler, of
Sherkston, Ontario, to whom all communications relating thereto should be addressed.
—ED.]

TWO TOILEES.
Two men toiled side by side from sun to sun,
And both were poor;
Both sat with children when the day was done,
About the door.
One saw the beautiful crimson cloud
And shining moon;
The other, with his head in sadness bowed,
Made night of noon.
One loved each tree and flower and singing
bird
On mount or plain;
No music in the soul of one was stirred
By leaf or rain.

which is not good fruit borne by professed
Christians?
To our minds the fact is evident that they
have not allowed the Husbandman to prune
and purge away the superfluous growth: hence
comes the bitter fruit, or wild grapes; and
the good fruit becomes more scarce and more
stunted, until they are cast forth as withered
branches. We cannot get right-doing out of
wrong-being.
Read what Paul says in 2 Tim. 4:7,8 and
then let us ask ourselves the question, If I
am not bringing forth good fruit, will I love
His appearing?
Jas. 3:14 says, "But if ye have bitterenvying
and strife in your hearts, glory not and lie
not against the truth." So after all, if the
heart is not pure, but has envying and strife
in it, the fruits oannot be love, joy, peace, etc.
Let us ask God to turn Hisseareh-light into
our hearts, and let us judge ourselves in the
light of His Word. Let us take the admonit i o n given in Matt. 12:33: "Either make the
tree good and his fruit good, or else make
the tree corrupt and his fruit corrupt; for
the tree is known by his fruit."
Yours in Christ,
T. s. Doner.
Gormley, Ont.

One saw the good in every fellow man,
And hoped the best;
The other marvelled at the Master's plan
And doubt confessed.
One having heaven above and heaven below,
Was satisfied;
The other discontented, lived in woe,
And hopeless died.
—Sel.

T

H E topic for April is "Love—A Fruit
of the Spirit." Matt. 22:37-39; Luke
6:32-35; Rom. 13:8; Eph. 5:2; 1 John 3:14;
4:7-21.
The following article reached us too late
for the March 15 issue.
DETWILEK.

FKUIT-BEAEING—A TEST.

Judging does not belong to the Christian
any further than that we judge ourselves;
but we have a right to know and be tested
by the fruits.
Pruning or cultivating thorns or thistles
for a century will never make them produce
good fruit; therefore make the tree good,
then the fruit will be good. "By their fruits
ye shall know them."
"Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the
things which I say?"—Luke ti:46. How inconsistent to say; "Lord, Lord," and then deny
Him by our works or fruits!
Matt. 7:18 says, "A good tree cannot bring
forth evil fruit." This is strong and positive
language.
Let us first ask, What is the fruit a Christian should bear? See Gal. 5:22,23. Then
how is it that there is apparently so much

1 ^'

world. They are recorded in the most
scientific repository of this century or
any other. They cannot be controverted.
Every consumer of tobacco, in either
form, is a practical witness t h a t these are
its precise effects, by his own initiation
to its use.—0. S. Fowler.
GEANDMOTHEE'S BULBS.

"1. Always look at the person to whom
you speak. When you are addressed,
look straight at the person who speaks to
you. Do not forget this.
2. Speak your words plainly; do not
mutter or mumble. If words are worth
saying they are worth pronouncing distinctly and clearly.
3. Do not say disagreeable things. If
you have nothing pleasant to say, keep
silent.
4. Think three times before you speak
once.
Have you something to do t h a t you
find hard and would prefer not to do?
Then listen to wise old grandmother:
Do the hard thing first and get it over
with. If you have done wrong, go and
confess it. If your lesson is tough, mas-T
» •» • »
ter it. If the garden is to be weeded,
A SOIENTIPIO PAOT,
weed it first and play afterward. Do
F E W years ago a call was made from first the thing you don't like to do, and
London, Eng. to the scientists of the then with a clear conscience, try the
world, to assemble for discussion of what- rest."—Sel.
ever scientific subjects might be presented; every statement to undergo most
HOW HE LOVED.
rigid scrutiny.
L I T T L E boy declared t h a t he loved
One member said: "Tobacco is not inhis mother "with all his strength."
jurious. I have chewed it for fifty years,
He was asked to explain what he meant
and my father for sixty years, without by " with all his strength."
any perceptible change. All this hue and
He said, "Well, I'll tell you. You see
cry about it is nonsense." The actuary we live on the fourth floor of this teneanswered: "Step forward sir, and let us ment; and there's no elevator, and the
canvass this matter thoroughly. How coal is kept down in the basement.
much do you chew?" " I chew regularly Mother is dreadfully busy all the time,
three quids per day, of about this size"— and she isn't very strong; so I see to it
cutting them from his plug. One was that the coal hod is never empty. I lug
given to a Russian, and another to a the coal up four flights of stairs all by
French chemist, with "Please return their myself. And its a pretty big hod. I t
extracts." Then the actuary said, "Will takes all my strength to get it up there.
any young man, unaccustomed to the use Now is't t h a t loving my mother with all
of tobacco, chew this third quid before my strength?"—The Picture World.
the audience? Here are twenty dollars
• io ••
to anyone who will." A young man
"The New York papers report the
stepped forward. The audience was re- case of a youth twenty years of age, John
quested to scan his looks, cheeks, eyes Foy, who has become crazed from cigarand general appearance before he took it, ette smoking. Foy lived with his mother
and closely watch its effects. He soon and sister. His daily allowance of cigabecame pale from sickness, then vomited rettes ranged from 100 to 150. His sister
and anon fainted before the assembly. says he would consume more if he could
The extract from one quid was given to get them. He seldom failed to have half
a powerful tom-cat. He flew wildly a dozen cigarettes at his bedside for use
around, and then and there died. The in event of his awakening during the
other extract was put upon the tongue of night. Should this supply fall short,
a premium dog, which' uttered a yelp, Foy would arise, put on his clothing, and
leapedfrantically, laid down, and expired. find some means of relieving his desire
These facts transpired before the for nicotine."
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minister-

00 holds to his congregation; how a preacher
00 is helped by his people; how a congrega50 tion can make the most of a minister,
00 and other phases of the most satisfactory
08 attitude of a congregation to a pastor.

From the Des Moines (Iowa) Leader of
March 19 we clip the following: " I n the
case of C. II. Good, administrator, vs.
J. R. Zook et al., t h e demurer to the pePolo, 111
tition was overruled and t h e defendants
Cashtown, Ont
given five days in which to answer. This
Hamlin Kans
is a case in which the plaintiff, as adUpton, P a
ministrator of the estate of Charles Good,
Upton, P a
is suing to recover $25,000 worth of propWe take this means of expressing our erty a t West Second and Grand avenues.
thankfulness and showing our apprecia- Under the ruling, the case must go to
tion to those who have so heartily re- trial on its merits."
sponded to a request for contributions on
The meetings in Abilene were closed
the theme of t h e present issue.
on the eve of t h e 19th ult., a crowded
Would you like to have some friend house being present. A number have
read this number of t h e VISITOR? Send come out i n public testimony t h a t they
the name and address to us and we will will follow Jesus. The series of services,
mail a copy to them. This proposition continuing for about three weeks was
interesting and helpful to many. We
is open as long as our extras last.
pray t h a t the constancy of religion may
Minutes of Kansas Joint Council have abide with all, but especially with t h e
been sent to some official in each of t h e converts, now t h a t the revival season is
local districts for distribution. Call on past. The "stony-ground" hearers have
your deacon or minister for a copy. no promise. I t is those who yield themIsolated members can have them by ad- selves fully to receive the t r u t h who are
dressing us. Enclose stamp for postage. made to be both partakers and yielders
The N i n t h International Sunday of "the peaceable fruits of righteousness."
•—•
School Convention will be field at
A dear sister who sends in a liberal
Atlanta, Ga., April 26-30. Sunday School
workers of Kansas who wish to attend offering "for t h e help of God's children
should write to J'.'F. Drake, Topeka, for who have left home and dear friends in
particulars. The railroads make a one- order to bring the Gospel to t h e heathen
fare rate, and entertainment will be free and win souls to Christ" writes further:
"Oh, how carelessly our people can sit
to all accredited delegates.
under the preached Word of God,living in
As will be noticed in the Minutes, Bro. pride and extravagance, not willing to
C. O. Musserof Abilene, Kans., was ap- deny themselves of one thing for Christ's
pointed to act as correspondent with the sake! How willing we ought" to be to
Railroad companies with reference to take God a t His Word and obey in small
securing reduced rates to General Con- things. My prayer for the dear ones who
ference. Those of our Kansas readers have left home for Christ's sake is t h a t
who are interested in this matter should God may bless them with health and
write to him for information. We hope godly zeal so t h a t many souls may be
to have a notice of the progress of this brought to Christ through t h e power of
matter in a later issue.
the Spirit."
CHURCH B U I L D I N G .

$ 8 35
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ADDDESSES OF MISSIONAEIES.
Eld. Jesse Engle
"*.
Mrs. Elizabeth Engle
Matoppo Mission
Miss H. Frances David- I Bulawayo,
Bro. J. G. Cassel and wife are spending
We have been expecting for some time
Miss Alice Heise
[son I
Matabeleland,
visiting
G. C. Cress
South Africa. a series of articles on "The Second Com- some time in this county,
Mrs. Sara Cress
J
ing of Christ," by our Bro. J. K. Zook of friends and helping forward, as they
Miss Barbara Hershey, Johannesburg, South
Africa.
D. W. Zook and wife, ~) 86 College St.,
J. Eber Zook,
[
Calcutta,
Mrs. Amanda Zook, )
India.
J . I. Long, 48 C. Bluff, Yokohama, Japan.
Miss Hettie L. Fernbaugh. Fez for Mequinez,
Morocco, N. W. Africa.
Miss Fannie L. Hoffman, Girgaum, Bombay, India. Care of Mr. Fuller.

rind opportunity, the work of the Lord.
They feel a burden upon their hearts
for the lost of Honduras, toward which
land their faces are set. They are ready
to move on as soon as God indicates by
opening the way. We joy to see them
"go;" not t h a t we are glad to part with
Ian Maclaren, who is now on a lectur- their companionship, but because t h e
ing tour in this country, begins in an "fields are white to harvest" and someearly issue of The Ladies' Home Journal one must needs carry the joyful news and
Des Moines, la. He writes us t h a t he
hopes to have them ready for publication
in early issues of"the paper. This will
answer numerous inquiries by such who
are anxiously waiting for the appearance of this series in the VISITOR.
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Christian faith and hope. I n fact, t h e
' • V B B I L Y , T H O U SHALT B E F E D : "—Dear
theme of the Resurrection is a too sadly Bro. Engle:—"Trust in the Lord, and do
neglected one, by both t h e pulpit and good; so shalt thou dwell in the land, and
the religious press. We present a group verily thou shalt be fed." "They t h a t
of essays of which we have no reason to seek the Lord shall not want any good
be ashamed, so far as construction and thing." "The eyes of the Lord are upon
originality is concerned. I t only fore- the righteous and His ears are open unto
shadows what capacity for t h e pen- their cry." "None of them t h a t trust in
ministry our people possess if these with Him shall be desolate." "If ye be willThere has come to our table an illus- other talents were b u t turned into ing and obedient, ye shall eat the good
trated pamphlet entitled "Ceylon-a Key t h a t channel for developing their pos- of the land.'' "Bead Matt. 6:26-34; Matt.
to India," published by t h e American sibilities of usefulness. Of course, you 10:29-31. Please accept the enclosed as
Board, Boston, Mass. This pamphlet is a will not agree with all the thoughts an offering from one of God's weakest
new Tceparture in Missionary literature, submitted. We do not, ourself, accept ones, in Jesus' name, for your personal
and is the first of a series of 20, each one them as a whole. But no one, we are needs." The above, without signature
of which will describe and illustrate one quite sure, can give them an unbiased or post-mark, reached us timely. We
mission of the American Board. We be- reading without catching some new could simply answer with a spontaneous
lieve t h a t t h e lack of interest in Mis- thought or getting a glimpse a t Resur- "Amen, verily" in our soul. We appresionary work is chiefly due to the lack of rection conditions and purposes from ciated the cash contents of t h e letter, i t
knowledge of the work, a n d t h a t the another point of view. We are confident is true; but the within texts of Scripture,
offerings to the various Boards and Mis- t h a t this collection of essays can not but which have become to us precious as
sionary enterprises would receive a be helpful to many of our readers; and "gold tried in the fire," proved to be the
marked stimulus if the work of each we pray God t h a t it may bring to the feast of the hour. We have proven God
Mission with its different departments candid searcher after t r u t h a new in- for above two years and six months on
—educational, medical, industrial—were spiration to lay hold on "the Christian's this score, and find t h a t he is very faithful. Even though we be unfaithful, yet
definitely pictured out and described in Hope."
"He abideth faithful." Praise His name!
such a way t h a t a busy man jcould get a
God has done for us much more than we
grasp of t h e whole without expending
A Brother writes: "Your paper is dared even ask or think—before hand.
too much time or effort. From t h e apdoing me good. I like the way you edit Humbly we here express gratitude to
pearance of the first number of this
it. I pray God to sustain you in your God and to His servants, many who have
series, we bespeak for it a large circle of
work. I am seeking light on t h e Mil- not let " t h e left hand know what the
interested readers. The familiar names
lennium and am interested in your right hand doeth."
Another recent
of Misses Mary and Margaret W. Leitch
editorials." We can only reply that i t is offering from Ontario can be acknowla r e associated with this work.
our purpose and hope to interest people. edged only in this way. We can simply
We try to discard anything which we
A number of names will be dropped have reason to believe is not of interest say, God bless you. Our only response and
from our list after this issue if not heard to someone. If our writing, or testifying, evident solution to these conditions is
from a t once. We have asked you re- or preaching, or general deportment does that we have believed God, yet constantly
peatedly to let us hear from you. Many not interest some body—set some one to acknowledging t h a t "faith is the gift of
of our readers are absolute strangers to thinking new thoughts—then it is a God." We purpose to believe Him yetus. We know nothing of your circum- question whether indeed we are fulfill- further.
stances—financial or otherwise. I t is ing life's mission. The subject to which
simply a.matter of business on our part our brother refers is one of marked moHEALING.—On Sunday, Mar. 19, t h e
-to have some system in our work and ment at this crisis of the world's history.
order of the services in t h e Brethren's
have-our mailing list in an orderly con- But church people as a rule do not want
church a t Abilene (as had been previousdition. And, again, it is a positive mat- to hear much about it. Not any more
ly announced) was made to bear on t h e
ter, of conrtesy on your part, not to speak than Judaism wanted to hear about
theme of Divine Healing. Brother S. H.
of business, t h a t we should have some Christianity. T h a t t h e Gentile Times
Zook spoke at length of the primary eleword.of explanation from you. Are you and the Gospel Dispensation are about
ments of Divine Healing as resting on
not able to pay your dues? let us kindly to close is conceded by even the most
the Atonement; of impositions and corhear-about it. Do you want your paper conservative of thoughtful men. Yet
ruptions operating as abuses through
discontinued? write us, enclosing money there seems to be a restraint laid upon
Christian Science, Mind Power and
to pay Tfbr.all arrearage. To deal with freedom of thought and speech on what
Faith Healers; and of the simplicity,
these matters are some of the unpleas- we are convinced is a vital issue as perreality and power involved in God's econantnesses which come up in connection taining to God's economy of Grace. We
omy of Grace. I t was indeed an interestwith our work; and yet we feel bound to hope for yet broader avenues for exing discourse and we are sure the ocdeal with them according to some system pression on this theme. Sometimes we
casion was a season of profit and a spirof righteousness. Has anything been are forced to feel tJiat t h e world is asleep
itual uplift to every thoughtful soul
iwi-right in our connection with the and the church is being soothed right
present. Several who were present were
finances of the work, be free to address over a boiling caldron which cannot b u t
annointed with oil in the name of the
us as your servant. • Mistakes are liable burst forth in a mighty eruption within
Lord. Special prayer was made for a
to occur; but we want to correct them but a few years. And yet, in the face of
Sister living a t Lyel, Okla., t h a t she
now.
'• such facts as these, men's prejudices will might be restored to health. On the 20th
not permit candid and impartial investi- her husband wrote as follows: "Yester.
•—*
Our Easter Number needs neither in- gation of the truth. In the face of it day a t about 12 o'clock my wife was glortroduction nor apology. I t will a t once all we are trusting God as to our own op- iously healed through your prayers. To
be recognized as bearing heavily upon a portunities.and destiny.
God be all the Glory." He further asks
much neglected theme pertaining to t h e

belp gather the ripened grain. I n
another column we submit-a 'letter from
a convert of those parts which in a
limited degree shows the needs, as also
the possibilities of grace among the
priest-ridden people of t h a t land. Do
your sympathies extend to your purse in
this matter? They certainly should.
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for thci-prayers of the saints in his behalf
t h a t he may be liberated from the power
of the-devil and t h a t he may have complete victory in Jesus. We make a note
of this to t h e glory of God. I t is just
like our Father's doings—true to His
promises. Amen. I t is the simple confidence exercised in the united prayer of
faith. "And the prayer of faith shall save
the sick." We would, however express a
word of caution right here. If the Adversary can get our eyes turned away
from "Jesus only," fixing them on some
person or persons, or even resting our
healing or deliverance from sin on other
people's faith and prayers and piety, he has
succeeded in robing the seeker after light
and t r u t h of a vital point in gaining t h e
victory and having complete reliance on
God, who alone is the Great Center.

LOVE-FEASTS.
Pennsylvania.
Mechanicsburg
Brown County
Belle Springs
Bethel

May 27-28
J u n e 3-4
June 10-11

CHICAGO MISSION.
Financial report for the month ending
March iSifcik-iS^as follows:—
EXPENSES.
Groceries, oil, etc
$ 5 60
Fuel
3 75
Rent
12 00
Total

$21 35

CREDITS AND DONATIONS.

Balance on hand
Markham Dist., Ont
In His name
THOMAS, OKXA., 3-20-'99.
Sister Brubaker
H E Brethren of Thomas,Okla., extend Bro. Heise, Kas
their sincere thanks for the donations Bro. and Sister Martin, Out

A OAED OF THANKS.

T

May 27-28

Kansas.

f 19 99
3^00
4 00
5 00
5 00
1 00

t h a t she can now see both to write and
read the Bible.
The most of my labors have been
Evangelistic in their nature on account
of not having church buildings or schoolhouses to worship in.
We had good meetings. Two came
forward to seek the Lord in t h e pardon
of their sins. One bright conversion.
Others were searching for a deeper work
of grace in the heart; and again others
were almost persuaded t o come to Christ.
On the 22nd of February I returned to
Marlette and held one service. Many
souls were made happy. Thence I went
to Yale, where I met Bros. Jonathan
Lyons and
Reichart, holding four
services and visiting the Brethren, t o gether with many friends. Many were
made to rejoice in the Lord. I praise
God for the many warm testimonies we
were permitted to hear while on our
journey.
I returned home March 4th, finding all
well. Praise the Lord.
BBNJA3IIN STUMP.

received from different parts of the
HEEE'AND THERE,
Total
$37 99
Brotherhood: and may the Lord bless the
Balance
on
hand
$16
64
givers. We now expect to go ahead with
LANCASTER, P A . MARCH 15, 1899.
B. L. BRUBAKER AND WORKERS.
building, although we have not quite
A ND I, if I be lifted up from the earth,
enough to finish. We are looking to God
Englewood, 111., 6001 Peoria St.
XX will 1draw all men unto me.—Jno.
in faith, believing t h a t He will move
12:32.
upon the hearts of a few more of His EEP0RT OF LAB0ES IN MICHIGAN.
The above text is of great importance
children to help.
D. L. BOOK.
as by i t we may know t h e purpose for
GBAYBLTON, I N D . , Mar.- '99.
which He was "lifted up."
1ST December 7th my wife and I left While in His nativity He was of vast
CHURCH NEWS.
home for Garland, Mich., for the benefit to the disciples, all of His lessons
purpose of holding a series of meetings would still have been of little conseat t h a t place. We found t h e Brethren quence had He not been lifted up. Let
LOCAL OHUEOH NEWS.
and Sisters all in good spirits to work us remember that t h e glory t h a t shone
for Christ. The meetings were w e i r at- in the Transfiguration disappeared, and
BUFFALO MISSION,
tended, notwithstanding t h e cold and Jesus only remained.
stormy weather. Many souls were made
We are so glad t h a t He is still the same
Financial report from J a n . 17th to March
happy in the love of Jesus. Tw'd arose Jesus who stilled the waves; we realize
loth is as follows:—
for the prayers of God's people. The more than ever our dependence on Him
DONATIONS.
meetings closed on the 12th of January. in our work in Lancaster. We are not
Bro. Peter Stover, Ont
$1 00
My wife was called .home on t h e 31st here all the time, yet the dear workBro. J. W. Heise, Ont
50 of December because of the illness of her ers have Bible-study and other devotions
Sister Lydia Stover, Ont
25 father.
four times a week. We left the Ishi
1
Bro. J. H. Engle, Kas
1 00
On January 13th I left for Akron, Home on Monday, Feb. 6th, en route for
Bro. Alvin Berry, N. Y
50 Mich., where I remained about five days our home in Mechanicsburg; paid some
Sister Anna Rhodes, N. Y
50 among my wife's relatives, holding three visits and attended some services.
Bro. Thomas Lewis, N. Y
2 00 meetings.
Many friends were made
On the following Saturday we came to
Sister Detwiler, Ont
50 happy in Christ.
Harrisburg and attended a series of meetBro. Benj. Flagg, Ont
1 50
On January 19th I started for Marlette, ings at the Messiah Benevolent Home;;
Bro. S. Climenhaga, Ont
1 00 Mich., to visit a niece of my wife's. At here we again met our beloved evangelIn His name
3 55 this place I was permitted to attend ists Brother and Sister Zook; also our.
Sister Alice Heise, Victoria S q u a r e . . . . 1 00 Baptist and Methodist services.
missionaries, Brother and Sister Cress,.'
together with other dear ones.
Left
here
on
t
h
e
23rd
to
visit
the
Total,
$13 30
Brethren at Elmer City, Mich., finding
As we walked in we had the pleasure of.'
EXPENSES.
the members all well excepting Sister meeting Elder Weavers of Tabor, Iowa;,
Due Mission on last report
$ 6 00 Vandervere, who has been afflicted with and without a personal introduction.-we
Coal, wood, provisions, e t c .
26 23 rheumatism. Has been unable to work had a warm handshake and a kiss of
for two years and could not see to read charity (love).
Total
- $18 93
or write. She was anointed in the name
We staid a t the Home until WednesJ. W. HOOVER.
of t h e Lord for t h e healing of her body. day on account of the great snow storm.
25 Hawley St. Buffalo, N. Y.
She wrote me a letter recently, stating During thistime we heard Elder Weavers;
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speak on different subjects. Thus we apostles in the upper room, had our partlearned to love him for the truth's sake. ing prayer.
Hallelujah to God!
At 12 M. we stood on the wharf where
Arrangements being made for us to the Majestic, t h e vessel which had
visit the church with him, we came to borne off Elder Jesse Engle and his
Mt. Joy on the 16th of Feb., stopping company, and Brother Eber Zook and
with David Engle and wife. There was wife, lay waiting to bear Brother and
a meeting appointed at the Reich's meet- Sister Cress away.
ing house next eve, and on Sunday mornAs she moved off, we could, with joy,
ing we attended the Brethren's regular wave our handkerchieves, and our last
appointment a t Cross Roads; the Elder remembrance is of the dear ones pointthere read and preached to an attentive ing upward, signifying t h a t we should
audience.
meet in Glory at His coming.
We with others were invited to t h e "We'll girdle the globe with salvation,
home of Bro. Jacob Hershey; after a reWith Holiness unto the Lord;
freshing meal we had a Bible-reading
And light shall illumine each nation,
led by Elder Weavers, and at night he
The Light from the Lamp of His Word."
again preached at'the Cross Roads m. h.
On our return we stopped in PhiladelAt the close of the service several came phia a t the Mission with Brother and
forward, greeting him in the name of the Sister Stover; we were well pleased with
Lord and giving him of their overplus to the work and feel more than ever to join
help him on his way to South Africa, in prayer for the success of the work in
where he is going to preach t h e glad t h a t large city.
news of salvation.
We returned to Lancaster on the 10th,
On Monday night he preached in the praising God for His care over us. We
U. B. church at Mt. Joy, to a large con- would still be remembered in your
gregation. Many of our people were prayers.
JOHN H. MYBES.
present.
Here he also received a liberal contribution. No collections were taken by his
request as he is out and out on the faith
line. We do not wish to respect persons,
"The field is the wor.ld."—Matt. 13:38.
but we do wish to honor the Holy Spirit's
"Go ye into all the world and preach the
presence in these services. Dear ones, I gospel to every creature."—Mark 16:15.
wish I could give you in full Bro. Weav"For the Son of man is come to save that
er's thanks for the love shown him; he which was lost."—Matt. 18:11.
came as a stranger but was received as a
brother. Heb. 13:1,—"Let brotherly love For the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
continue."
THE WORLD'S GEE AT NEED.
On the 21st we came to Lancaster;
here again there were appointments The world has those who'll stand and fight,
at t h e Ishi Faith Home and at other And face their foes for countries' right;
places. The meetings and Bible Studies But where will it find soldiers true,
were greatly enjoyed, and the power of Who'll live for God, His bidding do?
the Holy Spirit was manifest. Brother Who'll cross the sea at His command
Weavers remained here till the 4th of And live in some dark heathen land,
March, when we accompanied him toA life that shows to sinners round
Philadelphia. On Sunday we attended What a dear Savior may be found.
four services: on Sunday evening he The world's great need is people, who
preached at the Brethren's Mission; his Will live for God—to Him be true;
text was Jer. 2:19.
Who living witnesses will be
Monday, in company with Brother and Of saving grace that sets us free;
Sister Zook and Sallie Creider, we came Those who their lives for souls will give—
to New York where we met Brother and Willingly amidst the heathen live—
and Sister Cress, who were staying at the That they, through blessed Gospel light,
Alliance Home a t 8th Ave. and 44th St. Be saved from sin and nature's night.
The next day our Brother -Isaac
Lehman arrived, accompanied by hisHow many men do risk their lives,
father, Jacob Lehman, and three of his Deep in the sea, high*n the skies,
For honor, glory, wealth and fame—
brothers.
For man's applause or some great name!
Tuesday at 7 P. M. we held a missionBut oh, how few will take the way
ary meeting in the parlor. Bro. Swanson
That Jesus trod, His voice obey:
was also present. We listened to some exHow few will bear the humbling cro;s,
cellent talk.
And risk their lives to save the lost!
On Wednesday morning the 8th at 6:30
A. M. thirteen of .our company met in The approving smiles of Jesus' face—
the room of Bro. Cress, where we, like the His love, His power, sustaining grace—
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Is worth far more than anything
In darkest hours the world can bring.
The fellowship of Christ our Lord
Great joy and comfort does afford.
From native land and friends so dear
We may be far, yet God is near.
MAEY E. LONG.

Yokohama, Japan.

.

mi» ' •
MAT0PP0 MISSION.

BULAWAYO, S. AFRICA, FEB.—,1899.

Heb. 1 Chapter.
E L O V E D Editor and Brother, Greeting:—I feel i t my duty to send a
brief report again for the VISITOR as our
mail facilities are. not what they were
when first here. To us it is quite satisfactory but the out-going mail is only every
two weeks.
We are aware t h a t the mail will not
come too often, as you are all concerned
about our welfare.
We are indeed glad to again report general good health, reasonable comforts of
the Spirit and the necessaries of life,
supplied. More especially do we feel
thankful forthis, sincemuchsickness prevails among the natives; also shortage of
food. I was told a few days ago by one
of the business men a t t h e Fort, t h a t
starvation exists in places.
Indeed in our own surrounding community i t comes very near being the
case, as very much of the prevailing sickness is evidently the lack of proper diet;
many have little more than wild fruit
and greens of various kinds. And when
the weather is wet i t is detrimental to
health, as they must go through tall, wet
grass to gather the same.
Then again many of their huts are not
waterproof, so t h a t they are placed in
quite unfavorable
circumstances in
many cases. The school is considerably
affected by these conditions.
The Sisters decided not to have any
school today on account of an early call
this morning to see one of the sick scholars. So following their guide they took
a trip of about eight or ten miles till they
arrived home again. We might refer to
several occasions on which visits were
made to the various kralls and where we
ministered to the sick, as we have ability
from the Lord.
Recently a mother of one of the sickly
scholars came to the teachers, reporting
her boy quite sick. Sister Davidson went
to see the boy, but concluded while the
child was indeed sick t h a t it was more
from the lack of food than real sickness.
After she had ministered to the needs of
the case and was about leaving, the induna
or chief of the krall, asked her to pray.
She asked what she should pray for. The
reply was, t h a t Jesus should give them
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We have stated heretofore t h a t these
food. The next morning he came to our entering the h u t I looked for the sick
h u t through rain and wet grass, report- who was sitting up with bright open people are no practical idolaters. They,
ing his wife sick. After he had his story countenance; and should the friends are, nevertheless, steeped in habits from
told he asked for some corn-meal. After a have said she was not t h e same person, which to emerge requires nothing short
short consultation we decided t h a t if I could not have doubted it. . T h e sad of the Divine power. They are, howevthis was the way t h e Lord wished to countenances of the friends were chang- er,a loving, sympathetic, cheerful people,
answer the prayer we had no other way ed into joyfulness. Thus we see "Jesus and would no doubt made useful stones in
than to grant his request. I n all proba- Christ, yesterday, today" and therefore God's building, after a thorough remodeling. But one obstacle in the way of this
bilities they had nothing for breakfast. believe, "for ever."
Some time prior to this, as t h e Sisters
By the foregoing instances the fact is great end, is t h a t of many other sinners.
were visiting the sick, a man was referred confirmed, to wit, t h a t many are sick They all seem (in their own estimation)
to who was living eight or ten miles among us. Our experiences, however, to have white hearts; b u t through what
they
have passed
to refrom our place; in a day or two his son vary- On last Sunday after sunset ordeal
came to our place apparently serious, there came a man to the Mission, who ceive these white hearts they have not
again referring to his father, stating that soon was found to be deranged. After been able to tell us. We are, however,
they would bring him to a neighboring some antic movements he left, going to constantly endeavoring to point them to
krall if we would come to see him; i n a few a niighboring krall. Among other move- the "Lamb of God, which taketh away
days two messengers came to our door stat- ments he asked for fire to burn down our the sins of the world.''
ing t h a t the man was on hand. So accord- huts; between two and three o'clock a t
We are glad the time is nearing when
• ing to the promise we made them, we ac- night he returned. After giving a signal our beloved Brethren and Sisters will be
companied them to the place and admin- of his arrival he came to t h e door in our midst, sharing with us the experistered to the case as the Lord gave wis- of S i s t e r s D a v i s o n a n d H e i s e ience of missionary life. May t h e Lord
dom.
and m a d e an e f f o r t to enter. give them a pleasant and . prosperous
In another instancea messengercame in Fortunately on t h a t occasion the door journey across t h e great deep, is our
haste, reporting a sick woman; t h e dis- was locked. After the other doors had prayer.
tance later proved to be about five or six received a rap it became evident that he
Yours in fellowship with Christ,
miles. I t so happened t h a t the brother was about. After some strange moves
JESSE ENGLE.
••«».«.
of the sick was working for usat the same he came to -our door, jamming his foot
time: so t h e message was a joint one. against it as i t appeared; after which I THE JERUSALEM CHRISTIAN UNION
We at once got ready and followed our I said he should hamba. (go). This seemMISSION.
guide who dispatched us over rocks and ed to touch a crazy cord, and in his
fury
he
hastened
to
a
tree
near
by
where
vales, and after a speedy race of one and
JEHUSALEM, P A L E S T I N E , D e c , 1898.
one fourth hour we arrived at the place stood a two gallon can of sheep-dip which
N Wednesday
afternoon between
was brought along for the purpose of
of the sick.
Christmas and New Year we invited
disinfecting
white
ants.
Picking
this
up,
On arriving, we found quite a few of
the thirty Jewesses of our "Mothers'
the friends assembled, some of whose with a sizable piece of wood, he came to Meeting" as usual to come and bring
one
of
our
windows;
(being
moonlight
I
faces seemed flooded with tears, weeping
their children to see the Christmas Tree
for their sick. Following some of could see the moves). As I saw the mis- and receive their presents.
sile
was
drawn
I
stepped
aside
until
t
h
e
the company we crawled into t h e
The large upper room or Dewan ochut by a hole about as large as a large window came in, strewing the floor with cupying the whole of the upstairs center
glass
broken
into
atoms;
the
can
fortunbushel-basket. Looking around in the
of this Mission house was quite full a t
"gloomy vault" I began to question if ately did not burst, nor did the wood 3:00 o'clock when the 20 little girls of
follow.
We
were
all
just
a
bit
nervous
indeed anyone was very sick here; finally
Evangeline's Day School, dressed in t h e
I observed, lying on the floor, the hide of at this juncture; but looking to our pretty red dresses she had given them
great
Physician
our
minds
were
calmed.
an animal, the end of which I slightly
and helped them to make, and the six
raised, where lay the sick, having refused Soon the demoniac left, saying he was young Jewesses of the Dressmaking Class
going
to
Bulawayo.
But
by
sunrise
he
to eat or drink for two days, seemingly
was again at our door,giving us sufficient entertained us all for an hour, reciting
helpless.
employment until about 9 o'clock, in so the Scripture Prophecies of Messiah and
After examining her pulse, (the only much that we missed our regular course singing t h e hymns they had been
way of ascertaining her temperature) the of breakfast and morning services, after taught.
same was up to 120 pulsations to the which he left. During the day he was
The proceedings commenced with
minute. This confirmed the fact that arrested and is now in custody a t F t . "Hark the Herald Angels Sing," heartily
she was indeed-a sick woman.
Usher, where we trust he will receive sung by both schools in English, then
We took her case to the Lord in prayer, kindly treatment until his mind is again the Dressmaking class recited t h e
feeling assured t h a t His promises were restored. Here again Isa. 54 was made Prophecies, followed by t h e little girls.
"yea and amen." After this, part of the a living promise.
Then a French hymn was first repeated
body was anointed with oil. After a
by one girl, and sung immediately after
short stay we closed by another prayer.
Outside of these $ide issues we have by the whole school. T h e same thing
Before leaving, we again took note of nothing new to report.
This how- was done with one in English, and after
her temperature, which had fallen be- ever may be said, t h a t after a protracted several Spanish hymns and a few more
tween twenty and thirty pulsations, thus drouth, following our first rains, t h e recitations there followed two English
feeling assured t h a t the Lord had admin- showers have again returned; but only Kindergarten movement songs. "What
istered His healing power. By noon next after many of the native gardens were al- can all you lassies do?'' was a source of
day a messenger again appeared, stating most ruined. Many have no seed to start source of great interest to all, and aftert h a t the sick was better, and had par- afresh, which would have ample time to ward some of the mothers of the littletaken of some food.
ripen before early frost, had they but the girls expressed themselves as very much,
We again followed our guide, and on seed to put into the ground.
pleased and grateful for the great
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trouble it was evident their teacher had
them the Gospel. Label everything to
HOTOUKAS LETTEE.
taken with the children.
me in my official capacity as postage will
ELOW is the translation of a Spanish thereby be free. Awaiting your answer
Then Mr. Ben-Oliel gave them a short
letter received from a native living and more light on the knowledge of t h e
address in Judo-Spanish, telling them
about
180 mi. from S.R. or about 60 mi. N. Gospel, It is with pleasure t h a t I subwhy we rejoice a t Christmas time, because then the Child was born who is W. of Tegucigalpa. In 1895 Bro. Dillon scribe myself
called by Isaiah " t h e mighty God, t h epassed through his neighborhood and for Your friend and Brother in Christ,
everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace." the first time he heard the Gospel, but
J U A N BATTTISTA DAVID.
He told them t h e sign t h a t God had until recently did not enter into the
(JOHN BAPTIST DAVID)
knowledge
of
Salvation.
Prom
time
to
given of the coming of t h e expected
PEOM CALCUTTA, INDIA.
Messiah was that H e was born of a time Gospel Literature has been mailed
virgin, and t h a t He was to come before to him, and a short time since, I received
CALCUTTA, F E B . 15, 1899
the destruction of the Temple and Jeru- a letter from him asking light upon the
duties
and
privileges
of
those
who
beDear
Bro.
Engle:
—
salem.
lieve t h e Gospel. Thus God is working.
INCE
I
have
been
in this dark heathHe closed with prayer, and mothers Glory to His name.
A. E . BISHOP.
en land, I must say that God has been
and children joined in the Lord's Prayer
in their own language. Then followed SANTA ROSA D E COPAN, HONDURAS, faithful in all His ways. He has given
me good health, and kept me in perfect
the happy time for the children when
J A N . 18, '99.
peace all the time. I have visited quite
they received their presents, and pretty Sr. Don Edward Bishop, Santa Rosa:—
a number of mission stations, orphans'
dolls sent by kind friends in England
Dear Priend and Brother in Christ:— homes and industrial schools, and have
and a warm petticoat were given to them,
Although I offered you a visit in Dec.
with a bag of sweets, an orange and a last, motives which I was not able to had t h e privilege of touring in t h e villittle cake. They also received a pina- avoid hindered me from fulfilling the lages.
When one gets away from the railroads '
fore each, prepared by their indefatiga- good intention and firm purpose which I
ble teacher.
had; moreover the companion with whom he is lost without the native language.
Daisy presented her class with slip- I was to go could not leave, and I have In t h e larger villages one can speak
pers to wear in the work room to pre- not been able to encounter another per- English and be understood by many.
Last week I packed my trunk a t Bomvent their sitting with wet feet. Also son of like faith with whom to travel.
a dress for the eldest of them who hasNevertheless I am improving the time bay and came across the country by rail
been with us all t h e time and has so announcing the Gospel. Some have ac- to Calcutta, where I will take ship for
profited by the training that she is now cepted it with joy, among whom are t h e Hong Kong on the 22nd of February.
From there will go to Japan, and fnay
carrying on t h e work and teaching the following: Sr. Dionecio Guzman 60 years
class under our daughter's superintend- of age, Juan Ramon, Jose, of Rosario Mar stop a day at Yokohama; thence to Vanence. The others also received one, a tinez, and Juan Rosa Reyes, men of cover and San Francisco, and hope to
pretty shawl and t h e others a pair of age and large families. These have de- arrive home about the 20th of April.
Will not write much more of my exstockings. This was followed by t h esired me to acquaint you with their bepoor mothers coming forward to receive lief, t h a t you may favor them with light perience, as I can tell you more when I
the warm jackets or skirts they had and instruction in the Gospel, since I am see you.
All of our people here are well as far as
made for themselves a t t h e Meetings, not able to do this sufficiently.
I
know.
with toys for their children, sweet
If our Lord Jesus Christ should think
I t is getting quite warm here, like
oranges and cakes, and each woman who it good to send some Brother here to
had a son t h a t could read was given a preach His Holy doctrines, I doubt not June in the States.
In this city we have two open-air meetGospel for him. Altogether the number that there would be those who would
ings each week, in which the English and
present was 120.
hear and receive t h e truth. I live Bengali languages are spoken. The naIn t h e School Evangeline tells t h e among a stiff-necked people since, they are tives are real attentive during t h e
Gospel stories to the little girls in their engulfed in all of the superstitions and speaking.
Will say again, praise the good Lord!
vernacular and afterwards they repeat absurd maxims of Roman Fanaticism.
Yours in the love of Christ,
them sweetly in their own way. This
I believe t h a t I will not be heard with
J . K. FORNEY.
they do also in their homes; one day a credit here, because no prophet is withmother brought her tiny son to say some out honor except in his own land and
QUE DEAD.
texts her little sister had taught him house.—(Matt. 13:5)
which she had learned in the school.
WENGER — Died, in North Franklin Co.,
These people need great deliverance,
Thus the good seed is sown and only for their lives are more wretched Pa., F e b , 23, 1899, Bro. Abram H. Wenger,
"The Day" will show how much fruit i t than those of Sodom. I live in the midst aged 75 years, 8 months and 21 days. Death
has borne to the glory of God.
of great poverty; however this does not was the consequence of an accident which
We earnestly ask your prayers and help torment me, since I am resigned t o t h eleft him unconscious for 48 hours until he
to assist us in carrying on this Christian will of the Father, from whom I expect expired. Deceased had been a member of
and philanthropic work for the Jewesses all. If you think it well, I pray you to the Brethren in Christ for about 50 years.
of Jerusalem. This Mission to t h eremit me by mail two Bibles, and a few He leaves a wife and nine children—six sons
• Sepliardim of Jerusalem, and all its Testaments, for persons who desire them. and three daughters—to mourn their loss,
workers, are entirely dependent on t h eAlso wall texts for my home, not for- which we hope in the resurrection will be
free-will offerings of the Lord's people.
getting Gospel publications as heretofore his eternal gain. One of the family preContributions may be sent to Rev. J . sent, since they contribute much to t h e ceded him t o t h e grave. Funeral services
Wilkinson, 79 Mildmay Rd., London, 1ST.; propagation of the Gospel. I have ac- were conducted on the 28th at Mt. Rock
or, Mrs. A. J . Gordon, 182 W. Brookline
St., Boston, Mass., D. S. A.; or direct t o cepted t h e appointment of Town Clerk church by Bros. Geo. Winger and Benjamin
Interment
in the adjoining
Rev. A. Ben-Oliel, Jerusalem, Turkey in t h a t I might have more opportunity of Musser.
Asia. Yours in the Master's service,
meeting men t h a t I might present to cemetery.
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DANIELS. — Died, in North Dickinson
county, Kans., on March 17, 1899, of pneumonia, Susan Maud, infant daughter of Bro.
and Sister Allison Daniels, aged 4 months
and 6 days. Funeral on the 18th, attended
by a large number of sympathizing friends
and neighbors. Interment at Zion. Services
by Elder Samuel Zook.
SMITH.—Died, at Fork's Eoad, Ont., on
March 8, 1899, at the home of her son, Sister
Barbara Smith, (nee Sider) aged 88 years, 10
months and 25 days. Deceased was a faithful member of the church for many years,
and died in the hope of a blessed immortality.
She was the mother of 8 children, 4 of whom
are yet living. The funeral on March 10th
at the Fork's Road U. B. church was largely
attended by friends and neighbors. Psalm
116:15 was made use of as a word of comfort by Bro. Geo. Detwiler.
DAHOFF.,—Mary A. Dahoff, widow of
John S. Dahoff, (deceased), was born April
„ 15, 1834, and died March 15, 1899, aged 64
years, aud 11 months. Sister Dahoff had
been a widow for about 23 years aud formerly lived in Franklin county, Pa., but for a
number of years has had her home in
Dickinson county, Kansas with her only
daughter, Mrs. Ira Eisenhower, now of
Dayton, Kas., at which place she died. Her
ailment was dropsy of the heart. Two sons
(Harry of Abilene and Alvin of Dayton,
Kas.,) and one daughter survive, four sons
having died in infancy. Deceased was also
sister to Bro. S. H. Wingert and Sister
Leedy of near Hope, Kas. The loss is
deeply felt, but the friends mourn as those
who hope for the better resurrection.
Services were conducted at the Belle Springs
church by Elder Samuel Zook and J. N.
Engle on the 17th. Interment in adjoining
cemetery.
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BRILLINGER.—Died, Oct. 29, 1898, at
her late residence near Richmond Hill, Ont.,
Mary Ann Brillinger, in her 67th year. Our
departed sister was for seven years previous
to her death confined to her bed with
paralysis, and was quite helpless. Until
about the last month of her life she retained
her mental faculties and had a very retentive
memory. She was faithfully cared for by
her daughters, who are deserving of praise
for their labor of love. She was a member
of the Brethren in Christ for maay years,
and very much appreciated the visits of
ministers and others, relieving, as it did, the
monotony of her lonely lot.
She often
wisher! to "be with Christ which is far
better," and we trust she is safe in the better
land. The Interment took place Oct. 30, at
the Brethren church at Gormley. Services,
at her express request some time before her
death, were conducted by F. Elliott, assisted
by Eld. S. Baker, to a large assembly, from
2 Cor. 5:1-10.
FRIMIRE.—Died, in Perry county, Pa.,
February 18,1899, Bro. John Frimire, aged
76 years, 9 months and 4 days. Deceased
leaves a devoted wife, three sons and six

daughters, together with grand and greatgrandchildren to mourn their loss. At the
age of 21 years he was married to Mary
Stuck. To this union were born three sons
and six daughters; there are also living of
his posterity 41 grandchildren and 12 greatgrandchildren. He had been a member of
the Brethren in Christ for many years, was a
regular attendant at meeting and always
manifested a willingness to testify for his
Master. We need not mourn as those who
have no hope. Bro. Frimire had been sick
but a short time. He had dropsical troubles
for some time and but little over a day
before he died he was afflicted with apoplexy,
and quietly passed away. Services were
held at the Evangelical church on the
twenty second of February,
by Elder
Jonathan Wert and Bro. John B. Nieslay,
fr j m James 4:14. Interment in the cemetery near by.
SHELLENBA.RGER. — Martin
Shellenbarger was born in Lancaster county, Pa.,
Oct. 18, 1818, and died at the home of his
son-in-law, Henry Retter, in Tippecanoe
city, Ohio, March 9, 1899, aged 80 years, 4
months and 21 days. He was married to
Susanna Hoffman Dec. 5, 1839. To this
union were born four children—one son and
three daughters. He moved to this state in
1859. One daughter died over 51 years ago,
and his wife departed this life on July 12,
1896; another daughter died July 22, 1898.
There remain one son, one daughter, 12
grandchildren, 10 great-grandchildren, one
brother and a host of friends to mourn their
loss.
Deceased was a kind husband and
father and was loved by all who knew him.
He joined the church of Christ about 22
years ago and proved a faithful member
until death. He suffered greatly for the last
six or seven months; and especially the la§t
few weeks of his life. Yet he bore all without a murmur until God saw fit to take him
home. Services were conducted by Elder J.
B. Wingert and Henry Gump. Text, J o b
19:25.
STOUTENBERG. — Mercy
Stoutenberg
(nee Smith) died March 5, 1899 at the home
of her son-in-law,' Williim Lynch, at Carsonville, Mich., to which place she had been
brought from her home in Custer, remaining
seven weeks, to be treated for a complication of diseases by the physician of that
place. Deceased was born July 9, 1838 in
Haldemahd township, Ont., moved to Algonac, Mich., in 1856 and was married to
Hiram Stoutenberg of Sanilac, Mich., on
Nov. 19 of the same-year. To this union
were born 11 children, one son preceding
her. Her husband, five sons and five
daughters mourn their loss, yet console
themselves with the hope of her eternal gain.
With her husband, she joined the Brethren
in Christ in fellowship in June, 1885. Was a
devoted and consistent member in the
church, an affectionate wife and mother, and
will be missed. May her prayers and in-

fluence still live. Services were held in the
Methodist church at Carsonville on the 7th.
Because of snow blockade many could not
attend, yet near by friends and neighbors
attended well. Burial at Washington cemetery. Discourse by S. Reichard and W.
Hallman from Heb. 9:27,28.
SIDER.—Died, March 14, 1899, in Wainfleet, Ont., Sister Barbara Sider, (widow of
the late Christian Sider who preceded her by
15 years) aged 75 years, 4 months and 20
days. Sister Sider's health was bad for many
years, much of her time having been confined to her bed, until the whole of last
summer she enjoyed remarkably good
health, feeling, as she said, like a young
person, until within a short time of her
death when she was taken with the lagrippe.
She had her home with her son, John, on
the old homestead where she with her companion in life settled 56 years ago. • She was
born in Welland county, Ontario, and came
to Wainfleet when the country was yet new.
They both joined the Brethren in ear y life,
and to them were born 13 children, four of
which are gone hence. She lived a consistent Christian life until death, never wavering in her faith.
Three sons and six
daughters are left to mourn their loss, all
living within thirty miles of the old homestead. All are members of the Brethren.
Of the sons, two are in the ministry, the
other is a deacon. Funeral on 17th. Obsequies
improved in Brethren's church near by. by A.
Bearss, from 1 Thess. 4:14, to a large assembly of sympathizing friends. Her remains
were laid in the family lot near by.
ESHELMAN. — Died,' Feb. 27, 1899, at
Tonawanda, N. Y., Sister Susan Eshelman, a t
the home of her daughter, Mrs. George
Fisher. Deceased had been staying for a
number of weeks with her daughter Anna
who was suffering from a severe attack of
typhoid fever. About the time of her convalescence the mother was taken sick with
pneumonia and heart disease. She was born .
at Victoria Square, Ont., Dec. 18, 1844, aged
54 years snd 2 months. Was married to
Daniel Eshelman, March 3, 1863. Ten. children were born to this union. Her husband
and three children preceded her to the grave.
She was a faithful member of the River
Brethren church. She bore her affliction
with patience and Christian fortitude. Was
always ready to assist in every good work.
In her home life she was esteemed by a
large circle of friends. Her love went out to
them in kind words and acts. In her last
afflictions she admonishedher children at her •
bedside to prepare to meet their God. It is
believed that our loss is her eternal gain.
Her testimony was always inspiring and it is
with sorrow of heart that we record her demise.
The remains were brought t o
Clarence Center.
Interment at Clarence
Center cemetery.
Discourse by D. V.
Heise and J. Krehbiel.

